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Abstract

Enticed by the promise of larger sales and better access to customers, consumer goods compa-
nies (CGCs) are increasingly looking to evade traditional retailers and reach their customers
directly–with direct-to-customer (DTC) policy. DTC trend has emerged to have major im-
pact on logistics operations and distribution channels. It o�ers significant opportunities for
CGCs and wholesale brands to better control their supply chain network by circumventing
the middlemen or retailers. However, to do so, CGCs may need to develop their omni-channel
strategies and fortify their supply chains parameters, such as fulfillment, inventory flow, and
goods distribution. This may give rise to changes in the supply chain network at all strategic,
tactical and operational levels.

Motivated by recent interests in DTC trend, this master thesis considers the time-evolving
supply chain system of an international healthcare company with preordained configuration.
The input is bottleneck part of the company’s distribution network and involves 20% ≠ 25%
of its total market. A mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) multiperiod optimization
model is developed aiming to make tactical decisions for designing the distribution network,
or more specifically, for determining the best strategy for distributing the products from
manufacturing plant to primary distribution center and/or regional distribution centers and
from them to customers. The company has got one manufacturing site (Mfg), one primary
distribution center (PDP) and three di�erent regional distribution centers (RDPs) worldwide,
and the customers can be supplied from di�erent plants with various transportation modes
on di�erent costs and lead times. The company’s motivation is to investigate the possibility
of reduction in distribution costs by in-time supplying most of their demand directly from
the plants. The model selects the best option for each customer by making trade-o�s among
criteria involving distribution costs and lead times. Due to the seasonal variability and to
account the market fluctuability, the model considers the full time horizon of one year.

The model is analyzed and developed step by step, and its functionality is demonstrated by
conducting experiments on the distribution network from our case study. In addition, the
case study distribution network topology is utilized to create random instances with random
parameters and the model is also evaluated on these instances. The computational experiments
on instances show that the model finds good quality solutions, and demonstrate that significant
cost reduction and modality improvement can be achieved in the distribution network. Using
one-year actual data, it has been shown that the ratio of direct shipments could substantially
improve. However, there may be many factors that can impact the results, such as short-term
decisions at operational level (like scheduling) as well as demand fluctuability, taxes, business
rules etc. Based on the results and managerial considerations, some possible extensions and
final recommendations for distribution chain are o�ered.

Furthermore, an extensive sensitivity analysis is conducted to show the e�ect of the model’s
parameters on its performance. The sensitivity analysis employs a set of data from our case
study and randomly generated data to highlight certain features of the model and provide
some insights regarding its behaviour.

Keywords: Optimization, Mixed-Integer Linear Programming, Supply Chain, Distribution
Network, Sensitivity Analysis.



Sammanfattning

Dagens konsumentvaruförsäljare (CGC) har alltmer börjat kringg̊a traditionella återförsäljare för
att direkt n̊a ut till sina kunder med en direkt-ut-till-kund (DTC) policy. Genom att tillämpa
en s̊adan policy kan företag öka sin försäljning och samtidigt f̊a bättre åtkomst till sina kunder.
Denna typ av policy har p̊avisats ha stor inverkan p̊a logistiska operationer och distributionsked-
jor. Genom att kringg̊a mellanhänder och återförsäljare kan företaget öka kontrollen över hela
leveranskedjan. Om företag ska lyckas implementera denna policy p̊a ett framg̊angsrikt sätt bör
man utveckla sin omni-kanal strategi och stärka sina parametrar för p̊afyllnad, lagerflöde och
varudistribution. Detta kan bidra till förändringar i leveranskedjan p̊a en strategisk, taktisk och
operationell niv̊a.

Baserat p̊a den uppg̊aende trenden inom DTC, syftar det här examensarbetet till att studera
en tidsföränderlig leveranskedja hos ett internationellt läkemedelsföretag. Indata fr̊an företaget
inkluderar cirka 20%-25% av den totala marknaden. En multicriteria mixed-integer linjär pro-
grammering (MILP) multiperiod optimeringsmodell utvecklas med syfte att fungera som stöd för
taktiska beslut gällande en ny utformning av den etablerade distributionskedjan. Syftet med ar-
betet blir s̊aledes att fastställa den bästa strategin för att distribuera produkterna fr̊an fabrik till
ett primärt distributionscenter och/eller det regionala distributionscentret och fr̊an dessa sedan
direkt till kund. Inom den marknad och den analyserade distributionskedjan, har företaget en
fabrik (Mfg), ett primärt distributionscenter (PDP) och tre olika regionala distributionscenter
(RDP). Kunderna kan f̊a sin order levererad av samtliga anläggningar och varorna kan trans-
porteras med olika transportsätt med olika kostnader och ledtider. Motivet hos företaget är att
utreda möjligheterna till en minskning av distributionskostnaderna, genom att öka antalet direk-
tskeppningar. Den utvecklade modellen väljer det bästa alternativet för varje enskild kund genom
att göra en avvägning mellan olika kriterier, som innefattar distributionskostnader och ledtider.
Med hänsyn tagen till variation i efterfr̊agan och en föränderlig marknad är modellen baserad p̊a
ett tidsintervall best̊aende av ett år.

Modellen är stegvis utvecklad och analyserad och dess funktionalitet är demonstrerad med hjälp
av ett experiment p̊a distributionsnätverket i studien. Utöver detta, utvärderades modellen genom
slumpmässiga värden och parametrar, som baseras p̊a fallstudiens nätverkstogologi, för att stud-
era dess p̊averkan. Resultatet p̊avisar god kvalitet p̊a modellen samnt att det finns möjlighet att
åstadkomma förbättringar i det aktuella nätverket. Denna ökning bör sedan sättas i relation till
andra vitala faktorer som kan p̊averka resultatet. Exempel p̊a s̊adana faktorer kan vara kortsiktiga
beslut p̊a operationell niv̊a (schemaläggning), s̊a väl som förändringar i efterfr̊agan, skatter, reg-
leringar etc. Baserat p̊a resultatet och ledningens övervägande, presenteras utvecklingsmöjligheter
och en slutrekommendation för utformningen av distributionskedjan.

Vidare genomfördes en känslighetsanalys för att belysa e�ekten av modellens ing̊aende parame-
trar och prestanda. Analysen baserades p̊a en uppsättning data fr̊an studien samt slumpmässigt
genererad data för att p̊avisa egenskaper och beteende hos modellen.
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1 Introduction

This section introduces the background to the area of investigation. Furthermore, a literature
review and a motivation to the project are presented.

Nowadays, the competition has increased between the multinational companies and companies
need to be both flexible and competitive. It is no longer enough to have the very best product
portfolio. In order to succeed, a company needs to develop an e�cient logistics system through the
whole supply chain. Rushton et al. (2010) define logistics as “The e�cient transfer of goods from
source of supply through the place of manufacture to the point of consumption in a cost-e�ective
way while providing an acceptable service to the customer”. Hence, the main goal within logistics
is to find the perfect balance between cost and customer service. There are a lot of di�erent
methods to improve a supply chain to a more cost-e�ective one; for example, Lean management
and just-in-time (Rushton et al., 2010). This might increase the lead time, which puts a lot of
pressure on the distribution of the items, though it has to be e�cient and reliable.

Figure 1: Supply chain management

Supply Chain Management aims to build links between the processes and entities in the pipeline;
suppliers, customers and within the own organisation etc. Coordinating these parts in the supply
chain in a well-functioning way could achieve synergies (Figure 1). A key to succeed is to focus
on the supply chain as a whole and build up relationships, both upstream and downstream, with
suppliers. This could result in delivering good customer values at a low cost (Chistopher, 2011,
2-3).

This research will focus on the distribution chain, which is the part of the supply chain that stands
for the activities needed to distribute the products from Manufacturing Site (denoted by Mfg) to
customers.
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Figure 2: Distribution chain management

Distribution is about making the finished goods available to the end customers in the most cost
e�cient way at the required customer service level (Figure 2) (Oskarsson et al., 2013, 67). Pan-
icker et al. (2012) states that the distribution play a key role, within a supply chain, in order to
make it work in a successful way. Layouts of distribution chains can vary in di�erent organizations
depending on the industry, and whether or not the company has their own Mfg and where the
stakeholders are located (Rushton et al., 2010, 51-52). Hence, the various logistic functions, i.e.
distribution, transportation, and inventory control have to be properly coordinated in an e�cient
way throughout the network (Lee et al., 2008). The performance depends on the balanced allo-
cation of distribution centers (DCs) and customers. Designing an e�ective distribution network
is very important for companies who aim to maintain their competitive position and reduce their
costs. (Panicker et al., 2012)

DCs can play di�erent roles within a distribution chain. Lee et al. (2008) defines the Primary
Distribution Points (PDP) as the facility keeping inventory, usually located closer to the Mfg,
and the Regional Distribution Points (RDP) as the one which is located near customers. The
RDP implies an additional step in the distribution chain before the items can be shipped to the
end customer. However, if the items are stored at the RDP the transportation lead time can be
kept short. (Oskarsson et al., 2013, 69) Using a DC can increase customer service, but also incurs
risks, especially when dealing with a global networking company or international logistics networks
with a large number of DCs spread all over the world. Possible risks for a DC could be divided
into subgroups such as resources, management, human, physical environment, security, financial,
market, policy, and operational stages. Another disadvantage with using DCs is the increased
amount of touch points which results in an increased risk of damage. These risks have to be taken
serious by companies to avoid massive losses. There are di�erent ways to handle the risks but one
important aspect is to take the risks into account when planning at the strategically level (Lam
et al., 2015).
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Figure 3: Global supply chain

Entering the global market may not only increase the revenue, it can in fact increase the complexity
of the company (Figure 3). The biggest di�erence between a national supply chain and a global
supply chain is the level of complexity in the area of environment and structure. One of the
major challenges is to adapt to the deviation in multinational environments. This may include
di�erentiations in cultures, economic and political systems, legal and tax, and national business
practices. There are challenges with the relationship among countries which a�ect trades and
economics. The varieties in times and distance puts additional pressure on the availability of
infrastructure and telecommunications. The global supply chain results in an extended network of
productions plants, suppliers, intermediaries and customers. All those parts have di�erent needs
and di�erent expectations. In order to manage all parts of the network in a sustainable way,
the company might have to delegate some parts to a counter party. The high speed evolution of
telecommunication and infrastructure is one of three main features that makes the global supply
chain possible. Nowadays technology makes it possible to track the goods all over the world. This
facilitates the company to maintain the control over the goods. The trend through lower tari�s and
regional trade communities ease the trading and is also one important factor to enable a functional
global supply chain. Though, there are still regions that are more complex than others. The third
factor that makes the global supply chain possible is the development of freight methods. The
physical flow of goods can be easier and cheaper than before. This makes it possible to transport
goods with a variation of features to places that were not reachable before. (Skjøtt-Larsen et al.,
2007, 399-412)

Figure 4: Decision levels
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One of the challenges when designing an optimal distribution network is the need of integrated
decision- making at the three di�erent levels, (i) strategic, (ii) tactical, and (iii) operational (Fig-
ure 4) (Tsao et al., 2015). According to Patel et al. (2009) strategic decision provides locations for
a numbers of facilities, employed at each facility, production technologies and the capacity of each
plant. These kinds of decision determine the set up of the network which production, distribution
and assembly serves the market. The tactical decisions are decision making about material flow,
management, inventory levels etc. The last level of decision, operational, is when ordinating the
logistics in order to fulfill the customers demand, hence assure just in time delivery. Another
di�erence between the three decision levels is the time aspect. Operational decision can be made
on a daily or weekly basis, tactical on a quarterly basis and strategical can be made on long term
since it often involve costly changes.

Patel et al. (2009) purposing to combine all these three decision levels to get a more e�cient supply
chain network. To be able to integrate decisions regarding di�erent functions there require a model
that is simultaneously optimizing decision variables of di�erent functions.

1.1 Literature Review

Earlier research regarding the challenges of distribution chain is more theoretical than practical.
A significant part of the literature from Operations Research (OR) is dealing with devising new
methods and models for improving the distribution systems. Supply chain models tend to use a
single objective functions and optimize one criterion, i.e cost. Previous researchers argue that it
is important to have a multicriteria approach when optimizing a supply chain. There are a lot
of works done within the area of distribution network design with various domains. Some studies
evaluate the number of DCs needed in the network as well as their locations. Other works base
their study on the level needed at production and inventory in the supply chain network, while
some others investigate route optimization. This research will consider the optimal distribution
configuration in order to supply the demand of the customers.

Among the works which are looking at the number of DCs needed in a supply chain network one
can find several works. Rabbani et al. (2008) determined the best distribution strategy through
the distribution chain, from plant to warehouse to customer. This was made by locating DCs,
including production plants, in a multi- product supply chain.

In order to minimize the logistic cost in a supply chain, Lee et al. (2008) made a distribution
planning model, including warehouses and the DCs, to supply the end customers. Moreover,
Wang et al. (2005) considered transportation and inventory in a multi-echelon distribution network
problem.

Selim and Ozkarahan (2006) looked at a distribution network supplying retailers. They focused at
the capacity levels needed as well as the number of locations for plants and warehouses.Another
theme within distribution network design problem we have researchers looking at production and
distribution in their models.

(Jung and Mathur, 2007) did a research considering decisions within inventory and distribution
together. This was done by a two- echelon distribution network with a warehouse and a number
of retailers, both capable of keeping inventory.
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Park (2005) used a heuristic to decide, on an operational level, production and distribution plan-
ning. The aim of that research was to integrate the planning of production and distribution in a
multi-plant, multi-retail, multi-products, and multiperiod network in order to maximize the profit.

While the majority of research consider one single criterion objective, (for example, minimizing
cost or minimizing lead time), there are several researchers who believe that multicriteria models
should be considered in supply chain problems. However, the number of studies in this area is very
few compared with the studies made within single criterion models. When looking at the location
and allocation supply chain problems there are some multicriteria models.

Ding et al. (2009) aimed to find the optimal balance between cost and customer service in their
model. They developed a model for a production- distribution network which includes operational
decision as well as supply chain configuration, i.e. inventory control and transportation allocation.
One was develop by Ambrosino and Scutellà (2005), who explored distribution network design
problems consisting of location, warehousing and inventory, and transportation decisions.

Cintron et al. (2010) developed a MILP model when finding the optimal configuration of plants,
DC, distributors and customers in a distribution network. The model is used when taking tactical
decisions within a distribution network. That is, when designing the flow in which the items should
go from the plant to the customers.

1.2 Motivation & Research Questions

Motivated by the foregoing challenges and recent interests in DTC policy, this master thesis seeks
to identify improvement areas (on tactical level) within the distribution chain (with predefined con-
figuration) of a healthcare company. More precisely, we are dealing with decisions about material
flow, management, inventory levels etc.

To this aim, we study a real industrial distribution problem from a healthcare company. The
healthcare is an international company with manufactures, DCs, and customers around the world.
The thesis will have a form of a developing project. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to delve
deeper into the real-world problems arising in the areas of supply chain management and network
design.

The current distribution at the company is depicted as follows:
Goods are sent from Mfg all over the world to a PDP for storage. The PDP is the central storage
for all RDPs all over the world. That is one reason to why the flow with goods first goes to the
PDP in Sweden. When a customer demand occurs, the goods are sent to a RDP prior shipping out
to customers. This research evaluates a distribution chain which includes a Mfg in China, a PDP
in Sweden and three RDPs in Asia (Figure 5). With this in mind, products are currently shipped
from Asia to Sweden and then back to Asia. The goods are passing through all these distribution
points without any value adding processes.

5



Figure 5: Distribution chain at the company.
(square:Mfg, circle:PDP, star:RDPs)

This project aims to further investigate, at a tactical level, the already established distribution
network in order to see how the optimal design of the healthcare company’s distribution chain
should look like.

• How should the distribution chain at the healthcare company be redesigned in order to get
good quality solutions considering both criteria, distribution cost and lead time, at minimal
e�ort. Note that distribution cost is an umbrella name which can comprise many di�erent
costs like transportation costs, inventory and holding costs, costs associated to order lines
etc. On the other hand, it may di�er from product to product and also it may vary over
time during a planning horizon (over time periods).

• Would it be possible to remove one of the DCs from the distribution chain?

• If direct shipment would be the optimal design, does the Mfg has the capacity of storing,
packaging, and sending goods to customers?

• Is it possible to replace the Mfg in China with the RDP in China?

6



2 Methodology

This section describes the methods used when gathering data, including interviews, observa-
tions, and analysis. It also shortly maps the current state of the company’s network and
describes how our mathematical model was developed and which programming language and
solver were used. Later in this section, there will be a reflection over the limitations of this
project.

At the first step, a literature study was made in order to get a deeper knowledge and greater
understanding of the subject. The literature sources have mainly been journal articles but a
few interdisciplinary books have been used too. All sources have been evaluated with respect
to reliability. In order to evaluate the distribution chain, the authors of this work have done a
quantitative and a qualitative study. The quantitative analysis consist of the modeling, hence
it is the main focus in this paper. To the model, numerical data has been collected from the
companys database. The data is based on one year of history data. The models and all instances
have been coded/run/tested in a high-level modeling system, GAMS (The General Algebraic
Modeling System), using the most e�cient state-of-the-art network solver CPLEX. All are done
on a personal computer (Intel(R) Core(TM) i3–2365M CPU @ 1.40GHz and 6 GB of RAM). The
qualitative analysis included interviews and participant observations with stakeholders within the
healthcare company.

2.1 Interviews

In this research, interviews of di�erent kinds have been completed in order to collect data. In-
terviews can be used for both qualitative and quantitative information (Karlsson and Osvalder,
2008). However, interviews may require a lot of resources and time if they are used in a larger
scale. This research include both qualitative and quantitative information, and the interviews are
held mainly for the qualitative information, due to the limited recourse and time in this master
thesis. One can divide the purpose of the interviews in two parts: (i) to gather information that
could help the researchers to understand the distribution network, (ii) to collect data that could
improve the design of the model. According to Suzuki et al. (2007) the strength of interviews is
that it opens the opportunity to gather in-depth information with the participants’ words, which
can play a big role in the process of the project. Interviews have also limitations, despite that they
could be time consuming, they can be limited by the questions the interviewer asks. Especially, if
small samples are collected there is a risk of bias when converting oral data to written text (Suzuki
et al., 2007). In this master thesis project a number of interviews have been held with the same
topic with di�erent persons as well as number of interviews have been held with the same persons.
This increases the chance to verify the data which have been collected and it has also opened the
possibility for the interviewee to update the information which has been shared. Suzuki et al.
(2007) mentions three di�erent forms of interviews: in-person, telephone, and focus groups. Dur-
ing this research in-person, and telephone interviews have been the most commonly used methods.
In-person interviews have been held if possible, but in situations where the interviewee is located
in another country or for some other reason cannot meet in person, telephone interviews have been
held. However, when having meetings over the telephone the participants of the meeting have had
access to share their computer screens which has made it possible to illustrate the topics which
eased the communication.
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The interviews have been semi-structured or no-structured; that is, when the interviewer do not
have a predefined order of which questions to ask when (Suzuki et al., 2007). The advantage of
this is that the interview will be more of a conversation between the parts, which result in a more
relaxed meeting where the conversation is leading the subjects. This implies that information
which in other cases would have been unknown will come up to the surface. On the down side,
the interview could make a turn in an improperly direction. The interviews have been 30 – 60
minutes long. The interviewer have been taking notes during the time, and after each interview
the researcher have transcribe the interview. When sensitive information have occurred during the
interviews, the transcription has been sent to the interviewee in order to verify it.

2.2 Participant Observation

The researchers have also been a part of bigger meetings and events, where their role have been
to observe what the participants are discussing. The goal of these observations have been to get
an objective aspect of how the participants of the meeting are handling the studied subject. The
advantages of this form of observation are that the participants, who usually have been leaders and
executives, have not adjust their information in an easier way in order to make it understandable.
With this said, the researchers have been able to catch more information that might not been
said during an interview. Also, the participant observations have contribute with underlying
information which has been valuable in order to understand the big picture. The disadvantage
with this kind of observation is that the researchers have had a limited access to ask question in
order to clarify any ambiguities. However, the researchers have been able to e-mail these questions
afterwards. Hence, it has exist a workaround of this issue.

2.3 Mapping Current State

A current state analysis was done with purpose to get an understanding for the logistic situation
and it has also worked as a foundation to the recommendations of improvements. The first part of
this project was to identify the logistic network and the drivers behind it, i.e. whether or not the
current distribution layout is set up based on an older structure. Other possible drivers behind
the current network are cost, demand, taxes, laws and transportation methods. While mapping
the current state the researcher evaluated these drivers in order to find the most important ones.
Several interviews with people in key positions were held in order to get an understanding for the
situation. The project is cross-functional and involves several instances in the company. Data
was collected to conduct a current state analysis. During the data collection process, relevant
study objects i.e. products and customers were chosen due to the Pareto-rule. The Pareto-rule is
describing the relationship between goods and revenue: 20% of the customer/products stand for
80% of the revenue.

It is important to make decision early in the data collection process of which cost that should
be included and from which time period. What unit should be measured, it is important to be
consequent throughout the whole process. In the case of large amount of di�erent product types
a grouping procedure of the products with the same characteristics could facilitate. A similar
grouping may be done with the customer to increase the understanding of the main customer
groups and their features (Rushton et al., 2010, 131–134). To increase the understanding for the
complete production flow the most common transportation modes, choice of warehouses and sites,
type of unit load. Quantitative data, such as historical demand and customer information, have
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been collected through the company’s business intelligence tools. Also, the researchers have had
access to some master data as well as larger spread sheets from di�erent departments. This has
favor the understanding for the customers and products’ features and grouping.

2.4 Limitations

The limitation in the study is the small amount of objects that have been studied and are therefore
likely to be biased. To prohibit a biased result the data and information must be critically reviewed.
Limitations was done by choosing product family, product groups and customers due to the Pareto-
rule with the purpose of dispose the data-tails to obtain relevant information. The di�erent
methods used to collect data carry both advantages and disadvantages. The limitation of both
participant observation and the interviews is that the given information can be biased. An employee
giving information about his or her working field or expertise might be biased in both positive or
negative way. All these limitation should be addressed by the researcher. (Collis and Hussey, 2014)
It is important for the researcher to evaluate the given information objectively to get the most
realistic picture of the circumstances around the case.

When it comes to the quantitative data, this research has limited it to only looking at one year
of historical data. With one year of historical data the research might miss some important
trend within the market. For example the top ten customers this year might not have been that
the previous year. Also, the limited data could miss factors regarding the items, for example
information of whether or not it is a new or old product. Hence, there is potential of extreme
values that might a�ect the analysis of the current state. However, the business intelligence tools
at the company have a max capacity of looking 15 months back. With this said, looking at one
year of historical data will be reasonable.

2.5 Validity and Reliability

In the decision making phase of the method, aspects of reliability and validity have been taken
into account in the delivered results. The validity aspects concerns in what level the collected data
actual covers and captures the studied object and the reliability deal with the ability of repeating
the study and obtain similar results. (Collis and Hussey, 2014) During the process of evaluating the
current state several interviews were done in order to get a cross-functional view and to compare
the results with di�erent sources.

To ensure the maintenance of the validity through out the project, weekly meetings were set up,
with both the supervisor at Ume̊a University and the supervisor at the company. The meetings
were introduced in order to present the current state of the project and to provide the researchers
with relevant information and advice. In order to ensure that the project processes smoothly and
to structure the project a GANT-chart and a risk analysis were assessed. During these weekly
meetings stakeholders from di�erent departments have been invited, with the objective of being
informed of the process of the project and giving feedback. This set up, with anchor the ideas
with the stakeholders early in the process, decreases the risk of the project being rejected (Ton-
nquist, 2012). The interviewees in this project have been carefully chosen depending on the area
of expertise. The validity of the information from the interviews has been confirmed through addi-
tional documents and secondary sources within the company. To reduce poor quality information,
theoretical sources have been used continuously during the process of the project.
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3 Theoretical Framework

In the Introduction chapter, one can read about distribution and supply chain management.
In order to succeed in these areas, there are several methods and tools that companies can use
in order to improve their e�ciency, such as lean. This section provides some more details
about some improvement methods, as well as some key performance measurements.

3.1 Improvements methods

There are lots of di�erent improvement methods which companies use in a broad range when doing
their supply chain more e�cient. Among them Six Sigma, Lean, and Agile are the most common
ones.

Six Sigma Six Sigma is often used when doing improvements within the production. The method
is based on facts, data, and a analytical problem solving procedure. Within Six Sigma there is five
focus areas: (i) variation, (ii) customers, (iii) processes, (iv) chronic problems, and (v) result. In
Six Sigma, one usually talks about the DMAIC- model, which is a model used in project. DMAIC
stands for Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve, and Control and these are the di�erent steps a
project should follow in order to succeed. (Sörqvist and Höglund, 2014, 9,27-30,57-66, 73)

Lean Lean is a method used to increase the e�ciency in the supply chain. It is based on the
Toyota Production System (TPS) which in turn is based on two concepts: (i) the full utilization
of the capacities and (ii) the reduction of cost by the elimination of waste. (Reichhart and Holweg
(2007)) There are eight identifies wastes, these are, (i) waiting, (ii) transport, (iii) inventory,
(iv) motion, (v) overproduction, (vi) over processing, (vii) defects, and (viii) unused competence.
(Petersson et al., 2009, 89)

The overall goal with Lean production is to eliminate the wastes from the system. This will increase
operation e�ciency which in turns will increase the value- added in the supply chain. Reichhart
and Holweg (2007) In order to implement Lean there are numbers of principles. Just in time (JIT)
is the main principle and its purpose is to achieve short and predictable lead times.

Agile During the last years a new method has been in focus, Agile. Agile promotes flexibility
within planning, developing processes and motivates organization to early delivery and continuous
improvement (Towill and Christopher, 2002). With this approach companies will secure rapid
responses to changes, which has become a key factor to succeed in the market nowadays.

3.2 Key Performance Indicators

Key performance indicators (KPIs) are used to measure an organization’s performance. Di�erent
organizations and business have a variation of targets and they put di�erent levels of emphasis
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on the di�erent KPIs in order to succeed. This paper will consider four KPIs which are used to
measure the e�ciency in distribution chains. The KPIs are: (i) cost, (ii) lead time, (iii) delivery
reliability, and (iv) inventory.

Costs The cost aspect as a KPI is an important indicator for the company’s success. If the trade-
o� between cost and income is negative, the company might look over its underlying numbers.
According to Panicker et al. (2012) the logistics costs is 30% of the total production costs. The
relatively high percentage of the costs is due to wasteful practices within the supply chain, i.e.
ine�cient stocking practices and transportation (Panicker et al., 2012). In the global environment
companies needs to constantly seek ways and methods to reduce costs and enhanced service to
remain competitive. (Chistopher, 2011, 174) Several studies has been trying to map the costs in
the supply chain. A study evaluating US logistics cost come to the following conclusion: 50% of the
costs was spent on transportation, 20% on inventory carrying cost, 20% on storage and warehouses,
7% on customer service and order entry, and the final 3% were spent on administration. A similar
Pan-European study showed a similar result. (Rushton et al., 2010, 10) Lee et al. (2008) uses
transportation costs, replenishment costs, and inventory holding costs when evaluating the design
of a similar distribution problem as this paper. The intuitive conclusion from these numbers is
that companies spend a lot of resources on the transportation in the supply chain.

Lead time Even though delivery reliability, described below, is the main metrics for customer
service, the lead time will be an additional metrics. As the customer normally required direct
delivery, this paper will keep track of the lead time for each customer order. This will give an
indicator whether or not the distribution layout is better to use from a customer perspective.

Lead time can be define as the time between the date the order is entered and the date the customer
receives the delivery (Cintron et al., 2010).

Delivery reliability Delivery reliability is counted as one of the most common KPIs, especially
in businesses with a custom oriented product or service. It measure the capability of the supply
chain to delivering an item to a customer against the perfect delivery criterion. (Rushton et al.,
2010, 470) Hence, delivery reliability is a key measurement which indicated the level of customer
service. A high percentage of delivery reliability is preferable, though it means the majority of
order lines where delivered on time. Delivery reliability define the occasions when the customer
requirements have been fully met, which implies that the order has been delivered without an error.
Plausible errors are issues regarding the price, amount of items, lead-time, quality and delivery
place for instance. (Chistopher, 2011, 42-43)

Inventory Within a distribution chain, the company has to decide the amount of inventory and
its locations in order to meet customer requirements. Holding inventory is associated with large
costs, which makes it important to find the balance of cost and service. The most important reason
for holding stock is to provide a bu�er between supply and demand, so called safety stock. The
safety stock is used to cover unpredictable fluctuations in demand. (Rushton et al., 2010, 174)
The use of inventory provide flexibility to respond to marketplace changes and there is a potential
impact of cost savings due to economies of scale in logistics costs (Rabbani et al., 2008).

There is a well-known challenge with considering the right level of safety stock that should be held
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of an item. This can be managed by several methods and one of these is Pareto analysis. By using
Pareto analysis one can categorize products in four groups; (i) A, fast movers, (ii) B, medium
movers, (iii) C, slow movers, and (iv) obsolete/dead stock. With these product groups a company
may set up policy for each of them saying how many percentage of an item demand that should
be available at each DC. (Rushton et al., 2010, 178) If the distribution chain consists of DC, the
number of DCs will e�ect of the overall inventory level and costs. A distribution chain with many
DCs will require higher stock levels.
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4 Mathematical Theory

This section aims to present the necessary tools needed to understand the mathematical model
proposed by this thesis. To this aim, it gives a brief overview over mathematical optimization,
linear and non-linear programming models, and shortly discusses network flow models and
Convexity. It also provides some information about GAMS and CPLEX, which were used
for modeling and coding in this project.

4.1 Mathematical Optimization

Operations research (OR) consists of several areas, i.e. statistical analysis, queuing theory, and
simulation, all with a starting point at a quantitative analysis in order to make decisions. (Lundgren
et al., 2011, 2) Mathematical optimization is the selection of the best element from a set of options,
with respect to some criteria. The most common cases of optimization problem are built on
maximizing or minimizing an objective function. This is done by systematically going through
the input values and choosing the inputs which are within the allowed set. Then the value of the
objective function is calculated. An optimization problem can be formulated as:

min
xœX

f(x)(P)

Where f(x) is the objective function which depends on the variables x = (x1, ..., x
n

)T . The set X
is defined as the feasible solution to the problem. Usually, one express X with constraints. Hence,
an alternative formulation of the problem (P) is:

min
xœX

f(x)

s.t. g
i

(x) Æ b
i

, i = 1, .., m.

Where g1(x), ..., g
m

(x) are constraint functions that depends on x, and b
i

s are given constants (Lund-
gren et al., 2011, 12).

4.2 Linear, Nonlinear, & Integer Programmings

Linear programming concerns an optimization problem when minimizing or maximizing a linear
function with respect to a number of linear constraints that consists of inequalities or restrictions.
The general linear programming problem can be defined as following:

max{cx | Ax Æ b, x Ø 0},

where A is an m ◊ n matrix, c is a n-dimensional row vector, b is a m-dimensional column vector
and x is a n-dimensional column vector of variables/unknowns.

A Nonlinear Programming is a problem with at least one non-linear function among the objective
and the constraint functions. A problem is an integer problem if at least one sub-set of the variables
is defined as discrete variable. That could be when variables are restricted to have integer values,
x œ {0, 1, 2, ..} or restricted to be binary variable, x œ {0, 1}.
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To get a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP), a restriction is added that certain variables must
take integer values. Having integer variables would be preferable when you have a problem such
as the distribution of products. The amount of products shipped one way, must contain a integer
value, since you can not break the item in two or more parts.

max
xœZ+

,yœZ+
cx + hy

s.t. Ax + Gy Æ b

In this setting, A is a m by n matrix, G is m by p matrix, h is a p row-vector and y is a p column
vector of integer variables. To get a Linear Integer Program , all variables must be integers.

max
xœZ+

cx

s.t. Ax Æ b

(Wolsey, 1998, 3)

The Simplex Algorithm The simplex algorithm is a well-used tool when solving linear pro-
gramming problems. If an optimal solution exists for the problem it implies that an optimal
extreme point i.e. an optimal basic feasible solution exists. The simplex method is finding the
solution the optimality of a given extreme point by local consideration without any need of count-
ing all extreme points or possible basic feasible solutions. The simplex algorithm is based on a
procedure that is continuously searching to improve the value of the objective function. This is
done by moving from one extreme point to another that has a better value or at least the same
as the extreme point before. The simplex method is also enable to discover if the feasible region
is empty or not and if the optimal objective value is unbounded or bounded (Bazaraa et al., 2010,
91, 102-103).

4.3 Convexity

Definition 4.1. A function f(x) is convex at the feasible area X, if it for every choice of the
point’s x(1), x(2) œ X and 0 Ø ⁄ Ø 1 applies that f(⁄x(1) +(1≠⁄)x(2)) Æ ⁄f(x(1))+(1≠⁄)f(x(2)).

Definition 4.2. A set X ™ Rn is convex if it for every choice of the point’s x(1), x(2) œ X and
0 Ø ⁄ Ø 1 applies that x = ⁄x(1) + (1 ≠ ⁄)x(2) œ X.
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Figure 6: A typical IP feasible region
(The red dots are the feasible set for an Integer Program and the whole blue region plus the area inside is

the feasible set for a Linear Program. The dots cause the IP to absent the convexity property)

The outline of a linear and an integer problem is quite similar, though the feasible region can
be very di�erent when forcing the variables to be integers. From the Figure 6, one can see that
the feasible solution for a linear programming problem constitutes a convex set, compare to the
optimal solution for an integer programming problem is a set of integer points.

From Figure 6, one can conclude that
(i) The feasible set of integer points is not convex,
(ii) Which implies that the simplex method can not be used to solve integer problems.

4.4 Minimum Cost Network Flow Problem

Figure 7: A directed network
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The general formulation of a minimum cost flow problem can be stated as follows:

min
xœX

ÿ

(i,j)œA

c
ij

x
ij

s.t.
ÿ

j:(i,j)œA

x
ij

≠
ÿ

j:(j,i)œA

x
ji

= b(i) for all iœN,

l
ij

Æ x
ij

Æ u
ij

for all (i, j)œA.

Consider a directed network G = (N, A), consisting a set N of n nodes and a set A of m directed
arcs (Figure 7). Each of the arcs (i,j) œ A has an associated cost c

i,j

that denotes the cost per unit
flow on that specific arc. The assumption that the cost varies linearly with the amount of flow is
made. Each arc (i, j) œ A has a capacity u

i,j

that is the maximum amount of flow and l
i,j

denotes
the minimum amount of flow on the arc. Each node i œ N are associated with an integer number
b(i). If b(i) > 0, node i is the demand node with the demand of –b(i). If b(i) = 0 the node i is
a transshipment node. The decision variable in the min cost flow problem is x

i,j

and the flow on
arc (i, j) belong to A.

Network flows can be considered in many di�erent fields, everything from electricity to storages.
Three of the most common problems to solve in the field of network flow is

• Shortest path: What is the best way to traverse a network, getting from one node to another
at the cheapest cost?

• Maximum flow problem: In a network with limited capacity on its arc, how should the flow
be send between two points in order to honoring the capacity?

• Minimum cost flow problem: If there exists a cost per unit flow in a network with limited
capacities. How should the goods be distributed in the network at a minimal cost?.

(Ahuja et al., 1993, 1-2)

Among those problems, minimum cost flow is used in di�erent contexts and applications. It is
common in logistics network, where the main challenges are to move people and materials to num-
bers of points around the world, and it could be successfully used in supply chain, communication
systems and distribution problems etc. Minimal cost flow network problems are linear and can be
solved in several ways, one of the most common solving methods is by using simplex algorithm
(Bazaraa et al., 2010, 453).

4.5 Programming language and optimization solver

GAMS could be used to solve and modeling linear, non- linear and mixed integer optimizations
problems. One of the strength with GAMS is it usefulness with complex and large problems.
GAMS is similar to well-known programming languages it is then user-friendly for users with
programming experience. CPLEX is a software package for optimization. It is designed to solve
very large LP, and Integer problems, quickly by using di�erent variants of the simplex method.
Among the variants of simplex method it solves primal or dual problems, also convex and non-
convex quadratic programming problems (Rosenthal, 2016).
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5 Mathematical Model for the Distribution Network

This section presents our idea for modeling the case study problem. An overall description
of the model’s features is presented as well. The model is developed step by step and the full
description of all constraints and variables is provided as well.

Previous researchers argue that several criteria should be taken into account while optimizing a
supply chain in order to get as reliable model as possible. The models in this paper, consider
two criteria, costs and lead time, when finding the optimal solution, i.e. single objective and
multicriteria model. The two criteria, cost and lead time, are evaluated with the same grade of
importance. The equal weight policy on the two criteria aligned with the company’s guidelines.
Two di�erent models are created.

Model 1 takes advantage of the topology of network which results in an MILP problem. In the
model, four options are considered, and it minimize the two criteria, cost and lead time. The four
options consist of several sub-options, which are di�erent combinations of the available trip modes
on each link (Appendix A).

Model 2 is a minimum cost flow problem, and it minimizes the two criteria, costs and lead time.
This model considers inventory levels at the di�erent DCs. Using variable for inventory level,
results in an indication of the optimal inventory. This makes this model more flexible comparing
with Model 1.

The models are created with multiperiod. The advantage of multiperiod is that it enable the user
run the planning horizon divided in several time periods, which increase the flexibility. The flexi-
bility is beneficial when making short term decision regarding the distribution methods, tactical,
since these varies depending on the size of the customer demand. The two models are considering
tactical decisions.

The following subsection will present Model 1. This is because Model 2 is not solvable in the used
GAMS/CPLEX version. For further insight in Model 2 see Appendix B.

The model includes one Mfg that produces a mixture of products, which can be shipped together,
and four DCs. One is defined as a PDP, and the rest are RDPs. All four are 3PL, with infinity
capacity for each of the DCs. The market is divided in to 13 customer zones (hereafter customers).
The customers are located in one of the three regions CN, JP, and AS. Each of the RDPs is
responsible for one region. Infinity capacity on the di�erent trip modes (slow, standard and
deferred) is also considered. Hence, there is no limit of the amount kilos which will be transported.

5.1 Model 1

Model 1 is based on four di�erent options. These options stands for the four possible routes from
Mfg to the end customer. The options are listed below and visualized in Figure 8. The pseudo
code of Model 1 can be found in Appendix C.

• Option 1: Mfg – PDP – RDP – Customer
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• Option 2: Mfg – Customer

• Option 3: Mfg – RDP – Customer

• Option 4: Mfg – PDP – Customer

Each option consists of several sub-options, which are the possible trip modes on the links (Ap-
pendix A). All links has the possibility of transporting goods with standard (STD) or deferred air
(DEF) freight. The link between the Mfg and the PDP has an additional transportation method,
sea freight (SLOW).

Let K={{TM1},{TM2},{TM3},{TM4}} indexed by k in the model, be the set of trip modes
options, let J={{CN},{JP},{AS}} be the set of customers indexed by j in the model, where CN,
JP, and AS are the di�erent regions. Let R={r1,r2,r3} be the set of RDPs, indexed by r in the
model. Let T = {1, 2, 3, ..., 12} be the set of periods, indexed by t in the model.

Figure 8: The four options in Model 1

Customer j which is located in region CN, JP, or AS can be supplied by either Mfg, PDP, or RDP.
On each link the goods can be transported by di�erent transportation modes, and for each option
all possible combinations of transportation mode are combined as trip modes k. For each customer
only one trip mode k, can be selected.

Each option has a specific lead time, which includes both shipping lead time and the time for
inbound and outbound at the DCs. The cost of the options can be divided into distribution cost
and 3PL cost for the DCs. Hence, the cost in this model is logistics cost. There are some other
cost aspects which are excluded in this model, since accurate data is missing i.e administration
costs and service cost. Passing through DCs implies increases hidden costs and the risk of damage,
weights are created, one for RDP and and one for each PDP. These weights are based on the
number of order lines that each DC should receive if all flow are forced through that DC.

The two criteria, cost and lead time, are minimized with respect to each other with the same
importance in the single objective function. The model consist of 24 constraints. The constraints
ensure that only one option is chosen, and also that only one of Mfg, PDP or RDP can supply the
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customer. When it comes to the RDPs, the model constraints ensure that the right RDP supplies
the market which it is responsible for. Further, the constraints limit option 2 and option 3 with
minimum demand from Mfg. So, in order to get direct shipment, the customer demand has to be
greater than a certain amount of kilos. This is since it is not economical viable to direct ship for
every single order regardless of the size of the order. Using minimum order quantity results in the
consolidation of products. This also increases the credibility of the results.

Figure 9: Visualizes the three di�erent scenarios

The model is run considering three di�erent inventory scenarios, see Figure 9;

• Scenario 1: Inventory is available Mfg, i.e the lead time will be from Mfg to end customer.

• Scenario 2: Inventory is available at Mfg and PDP, i.e the same conditions is kept from
scenario 1 if the goods is shipped from Mfg, but if it is shipped from PDP the considering
lead time will starts from PDP out to end customer.

• Scenario 3: Inventory is kept on every Mfg, PDP, and RDP, which implies that the
considering lead time can be either from, Mfg, PDP or RDP.

In this subsection, a multiperiod model is presented. Model 1 takes multiple periods, multiple
criteria, multiple products and multiple echelons into account.

The advantage of this model is that it becomes dynamic. It could be used as a support when
taking decisions at tactical level. It is possible, at a tactical level, to set up standardized flow.
Following, we present notations, objective functions, and constraints.

Variables

xt,k,r,j : 1 if option 1 is selected for customer j when
receiving from RDP r via trip mode k in period t, 0
otherwise.

yt,k,j : 1 if option 2 is selected for customer j when
receiving from Mfg via trip mode k in period t, 0
otherwise.

zt,k,r,j : 1 if option 3 is selected for customer j when

receiving from RDP r via trip mode k in period t, 0
otherwise

mt,k,j : 1 if option 4 is selected for customer j when
receiving from PDP via trip mode k in period t, 0
otherwise

⁄t,j : 1 if customer j receives from Mfg or PDP in
period t, 0 if it receives it from a RDP.

–t,r: 1 if RDP r is supplied directly from Mfg in
period t, 0 if it is supplied from PDP.
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“t,r,j : 1 if RDP r supplies customer j in period t, 0
otherwise

Parameters

dt,j : Demand of customer j / kg in period t

dt,r: Demand of RDP, r /kg in period t

LT MPk,r,j : Lead time(in days) of option 1 with trip
mode k , include transportation lead time and lead
time of inbound and outbound at PDP and RDP

LT Mk,j : Lead time(in days) of option 2 with trip
mode k , includes transportation lead time

LT Mk,r,j : Lead time of option 3 with trip mode k

(in days), include transportation lead time and lead
time of inbound and outbound at RDP

LT MPk,j : Lead time of option 4 with trip mode k

(in days), include transportation lead time and lead
time of inbound and outbound at PDP

CMPk,r,j : Transportation cost/Kg of option 1 with

trip mode k

CMk,j : Transportation cost/Kg of option 2 with
trip mode k

CMk,r,j : Transportation cost/Kg of option 3 with
trip mode k

CMPk,j : Transportation cost/Kg of option 4 with
trip mode k

HC: A fixed 3PL cost/order line at each RDP and
PDP in period t, includes handling cost

OLt,j : Number of order lines from customer j

Wt,r: The weight for RDP r

W pt: The weight for PDP t

V : A very large number

MD: Minimum order quantity shipped from Mfg to
Customer

MDRDP : Minimum order quantity shipped from
Mfg to RDP

Model Objectives

This model considers 12 time periods, one for each month during one year. The objective function
is minimizing the two criteria, cost and lead time.

• Minimize Cost
This part of the objective function is set up to minimize the cost: transportation cost for the
di�erent options, and the 3PL cost at PDP and RDPs. The 3PL cost is multiplied by the number
of order lines, since the costs for the PDP and RDP is calculated per order line. The transportation
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cost is multiplied by the demand (kg) to get the total cost.
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• Minimize Lead time
This part of the objective function minimizes the total lead time from the day the order is placed
to the day the customer receives the order.
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Model Constraints

• Constraints 5.1.1-5.1.3, Only one option can be selected
For each customer, j, located in one of the three regions, these constraints make sure that only
one option is selected, x

t,k,r,j

, y
t,k,j

, z
t,k,r,j

or m
t,k,j

. The purpose is to make sure that the model
select one of the main options and one of the sub-options in time period t.
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• Constraints 5.1.4-5.1.9, Customer may be supplied from only one of Mfg, PDP, or
RDP
For each customer, option 1 and 3 may not be selected if option 2, or 4, is selected. A binary
variable, ⁄

t,j

, is introduced. ⁄
t,j

has value 1 if customer j receives goods from Mfg or PDP in
period t, and 0 if customer is supplied by RDP.
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• Constraints 5.1.10-5.1.15, RDP may be supplied either from Mfg or PDP
The following constraints ensure that either Mfg or PDP, but not both, may supply RDP in period
t. Thus, only one of option 1 and 3 may be selected per RDP. In these constraints –

t,r

is introduced,
so that –

t,r

is equal to 1 when RDP, is supplied directly from Mfg, and 0 if it is supplied from
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PDP.
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• Constraints 5.1.6-5.1.8, Only one of the RDPs can be selected
The constraints ensures that only one of the three di�erent RDPs can be selected to a customer, if
option 1 or 3 is used. This is to make sure that each RDP is responsible of a specific region. Hence,
two di�erent RDPs are not allowed to send goods to the same customer. In these constraints, “

t,r,j

is introduced. When “
t,r,j

is equal to 1, the customer j is supplied by RDP r, and 0 otherwise.
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• Constraints 5.1.19-5.1.24, Demand requirement for direct shipment
In order to be able to receive goods directly from Mfg, the customers and the RDPs must have a
demand equal or greater than MD. If option 2 is used, y
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is equal to 1, and if option 3 is used,
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Binary constraints

x
t,k,r,j

œ{0, 1} ’tœ T kœ K, rœ R, jœ J

y
t,k,j

œ{0, 1} ’tœ T kœ K, jœ J

z
t,k,r,j

œ{0, 1} ’tœ T kœ K, rœ R, jœ J

m
t,k,j

œ{0, 1} ’tœ T kœ K, jœ J

⁄
t,j

œ{0, 1} ’tœ T jœ J

–
t,r

œ{0, 1} ’tœ T, rœ R

“
t,r,j

œ{0, 1} ’tœ T rœ R, jœ J
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6 Computational Experiments & Tuning-Testing

In this section, the e�ectiveness of the model is demonstrated by computational experiments.
The model is tested on instances where the distribution network topology comes from our case
study problem. Furthermore, a general overview of the current state of the distribution chain
at the company is presented.

6.1 Current Distribution Chain at the healthcare company

Distribution Chain At the company, the distribution channels have di�erent layouts depending
on the IP/item owner and where it is produced as well as where it is sold. This research is looking
at items produced in China, owned by a the company’s site in UK, and sold in Asia. The current
distribution chain is depicted in Figure 10. When the products are produced, they are transported
from the Mfg to Sweden where the PDP is located. From the PDP the goods are shipped to a
RDP which is located closer to the customer. The healthcare company ships goods to RDP based
on either foretasted or real-time customer demand. At the RDP, the company has a few items
in safety stock and in order to keep high customer service, i.e. short lead time. The distribution
chain includes three RDPs, one in China, one in Hong Kong, and one in Japan. As soon as the
customer order is fulfilled at the RDP, it is packed and shipped from RDP to the end customer.

Figure 10: Current distribution chain

The current system is based on standardized processes, i.e. one distribution chain for one item.
The standardized process will have the same layout, independent on the geographical area of the
customer or Mfg. The standardization is rooted from Lean and Six Sigma methodology (Sub-
chapter 3.1). Currently the company is working with a combination of Lean and Six Sigma called
”Lean Sigma”. The company is often referred to one the first companies to introduce Six Sigma
as a powerful tool to make the supply chain more e�cient. The company started to invest in Six
Sigma during 19th century. In the late 1990, the healthcare company businesses highlighted Lean
as an improvement method and you can find the Lean philosophy in the day to day work. At the
company “Lean Sigma” is used as follow: When focusing on improving the flow of value, and Six
Sigma is used when focusing on improving the capability. Hence, Lean is a tool for understanding
the whole (width), and Six Sigma is a tool for understanding the details (depth).

The standardized distribution chain is well-functioning for the majority of times, but in some
cases flexibility is required. Currently, the company uses a special procedure when there is a need
for direct shipment. This procedure, called drop shipment, is requested from customer service.
The process consists of several approval steps which are both time consuming and costly since it
requires resources, people and capacity.

The current distribution chain consists of several touch points, which increases the risk of damaging
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the items. This multiple handling of the goods is causing scrapped items and delayed orders. Hence
there is a need of decrease in touch points.

Shipments This research focuses at sea and air freights, which are the two major transportation
methods used by the company. The company has two di�erent air freights modes; (i) standard
and (ii) deferred. The standard air shipment may take a couple of days and the deferred shipment
may take some additional days. Air freights are used on every link between the di�erent DCs as
well as to customers. Between the Mfg and the PDP, the company usually transport goods by sea
freight, and it takes approximately one to two months.

The historical data of the cost of the di�erent shipments are in USD but divided in di�erent units,
i.e. for air freight is in pallets and boat freight is per containers. In this paper all transportation
costs has been transformed to USD per kg. The links that are frequently used by the healthcare
company do have a lower cost /kg compare to the less frequently used, since these links are
negotiated and a large amount of goods is pushing through these links. This is something that the
researcher will take into account when evaluating the results.

Product Portfolio The healthcare company has item classification based on a similar method
like Pareto’s law. At the company there is three main categories: A-class, C-class, and K-class.
A- classed items are usually produced in high volumes and fast moving. Hence, the company keep
A items at inventory and they usually have safety stock at both PDP in Sweden, and the RDPs.
With this set up, the healthcare company manage to keep shorter lead time to customer for these
items, which are some days. If an item is K-classed it is made to order. This means the company
does not keep inventory on K items. Opposite to A items, K items have a long lead time, up to
several month. When it comes to the C- classed items they can be considered as a mix of A and
K items. Hence, some are kept in stock, some are made to order, and the lead time could be up
to some weeks.

This study aim to investigate the distribution chain and consider inventory kept mainly at PDP
due to centralization. Some A- classed items, which are frequently sold in Asia, are kept in stock
at the relevant RDP in order to provide the customer with high service.

At each DCs there is an inventory cost and a handling cost. In reality these depend on the size
and the type of items, as well as the capacity at the specific DCs. However, in this research a fix
cost has been used. This fixed cost is in USD per order line, and it will be the same at all DCs
included in the distribution chain.

The time it takes for an order line to be received and shipped out at a DCs, depends on the
capacity at that specific distribution. A simplification has been done in this research and a fix
time has been used to all the DCs that are included in the distribution chain.

The produced items in the Mfg in China have a broad variety. The items belong to several product
families, but this research will focus on one of the product families. This product family includes
a number of product groups. In order to minimize the scope of this project, Pareto’s law was
used in order to find the top product groups according to the sales during 2015. With this said,
four product groups were selected and these consists of around 150 items. The items are both A
and K items. Hence, this research has been limited to A and K- classed item. This is because
the third class, C, is a mix of the two selected. Hence, having only A and K items will cover the
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characteristics of the items. Also, it will increase the capability to distinguish between the two
item- classes, with and without safety stock.

Customers The Asia market is considered to be one of the markets with the highest potential
of growth for the company. The customers are located in almost every country within the Asia
region, and the size of the customers di�ers a lot. The evaluation of the customers emanated from
the chosen product groups. In this research the customers were grouped in customer zones, i.e.
cities. When using Pareto’s law based on the sales during 2015, 13 customer zones were selected.
The selected zones are located in nine countries in Asia.

KPI At the healthcare company there exist a number of Key Performance Indicators, and this
research focus of four of these. The four KPIs are: (i) cost, (ii) lead time, (iii) SCOT, and (iv)
Inventory. At the company, cost and lead time should be as low as possible without lowering
the customer service level. This is also in line with the Lean philosophy, no waste. SCOT is
the company’s measurement of delivery reliability, and it is based on the requested ship date and
the actual ship date. The goal is to have a SCOT level greater than 95 percent. As mentioned
previous, the company has di�erent inventory policies depending on the item classification, but
the goal is to minimize the stock value without lower the service level, since it ties up capital.

Global Distribution Chain When designing a global distribution chain, there are other aspects
than transportation and warehouse cost and lead time. Among other there are tax, import- and
export regulations and finance. This subchapter will emphasize some of the challenges that the
researchers have found that the company is facing when it comes to the design of the global
distribution chain.

Di�erent items have di�erent IP owner. At the healthcare company it is usually the same IP owner
for all items within a product group. The current system at the company allows one standardized
distribution chain for all items within one IP-owner. That is, it would not be possible to have
some of the items shipped in one way and some other items shipped in another way if they are
within the same IP- owner. The IP- owner is also in charge of the financial flow. This means that
the invoice should go through the IP-owner. Also, the financial and the physical flow are required
to have the same route. The product groups in this research have the same IP- owner, and it is
located in the UK. If the distribution chain will be redesigned, the financial flow may need to be
redesigned as well. Another factor is transfer price. The same rules apply for the transfer price.
Hence, if the distribution chain is going to be redesign for one IP-owner, the transfer prices may
need to be redesigned as well.

In the distribution chain the di�erent RDPs can be considered as di�erent sales entities. Also,
there exist a number of smaller sales entities in some countries. The sales entity is responsible
for respective customer order, and should because of that be the owner of the revenue from that
order. This means that the distribution chain needs to go through the sales entities in order to get
the revenue at the right place. This makes it more challenging with direct shipment since not all
counties have a local sale entity.

The currency in which the customer wants to buy the goods in, can make the distribution chain
more complex. Either the customer places the order in USD or in the local currency. Depending on
which currency, the distribution chain will look di�erent due to restrictions in for example China
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who has tax-free- zones and non-tax-free-zones.

The information above has been provided through meetings and interviews by key personnel in
the Financial and Tax department, IT department and Supply Chain department.

6.2 Results from Model 1

In the following, four di�erent results will be presented:

• 1: Model 1

• 2: Model 1 - di�erent combinations of MD and MDRDP

• 3: Model 1 - Standardized sub- options

• 4: Touch points

The data used as input in Model 1 is summarized in Table 1, and the statistics of the multiperiod
models is shown in Table 2.

Data
Amount

Demand Customer 0 - 4700 kg
Demand RDP 0 - 10 700 kg

Order line 0 - 80
Cost 0,5 - 20,5 USD / kg

Lead time 3 - 59 days
Weight PDP 20 - 360
Weight RDP 2 - 260

MD 400* kg
MDRDP 400* kg

HC 6
Planning horizon 1 year (12 months)

Table 1: Input data from the company.
(* The value may vary at di�erent runs. Please see more details under each result table.)
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Model Statistics
Number

Blocks of Equations 37
Single Equations 1870

Blocks of Variables 32
Single Variables 4258

Non Zero Elements 35434
Discrete Variables 4092

Table 2: Model statistics
(The blocks of equations and variables refer to the one in GAMS, the single equations and

variables refer to the total number of individual equations and variables. The non zero elements
refer to all coe�cients in the model, and the discrete variables refer to the integer variables.)

The demand, both from customers and RDPs, as well as the number of order lines from customer
and the two weights, vary for each month during the planning horizon. The cost and lead time are
fixed during the time horizon, but these di�er between the four options and the trip modes. MD
and MDRDP are fixed during the planning horizon. However, di�erent runs have di�erent set up
of these two parameters. The 3PL cost (HC) is fixed at 6 USD per order line at every DC in the
distribution network.

Note:
This master thesis has been dealing with only one part of the company’s whole distribution network
that involves 20% ≠ 25% of its total market. Hence, the results are only at tactical levels and only
correspond to that part of the market.

Supply chain planning is concerned with the coordination and integration of many key business
activities undertaken by an enterprise, from the procurement of raw materials to the distribution
of the final products to the customer. Obviously, there may be many factors that can impact the
results presented here, such as decisions at operational level: scheduling, distribution, planning,
manufacturing and purchasing etc. Also, factors like demand fluctuability, taxes, business rules
etc. are of great importance to consider in the model. However, these factors mostly are either
out of control or are at operational level, and hence they are out of the scope of this work. This
thesis has been dealing with the decisions at tactical level, namely it advises the material flow
management policies over di�erent links and suggests the best transportation modes through the
network.

The company’s motivation was to investigate the possibility of reduction in distribution costs
by supplying most of their demand directly from the plants. On this basis, we have not been
dealing with the operational level decisions, market variability, or demand forecasting etc. The
proposed model is only looking at two of the main aspects of the distribution chain, cost and
lead time. Therefore, the current state analysis emphasizes that there are a lot of aspects that
need to be taken into account when redesigning the distribution chain. Hence, the model is only
partially evaluating a very small part of the whole system that comprises a portion of the total
market. So, it can be seen as relaxation of the real huge problem. This needs to be kept in
mind while reviewing the results. But yet, the model proves that the system can be partially
improved, at least in terms of cost and lead time. The result from the model shows a potential
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saving of the transportation cost, 3PL- service and the lead time. We are hoping that the research
findings will return the company’s favors when implemented. However, considering the complexity
of large operations, market variability, and the objectives of the various business divisions such
as marketing, distribution, planning, manufacturing and purchasing, it is very important for the
company to develop a unified and rigorous structure while capturing all the various synergies,
criteria, and trade-o�s involved.

Model 1 The multiperiod model was run one time, with data for each month during the planning
horizon of one year. The result is summarized in Table 3.

Multiperiod
Scenario Value of the objective function Lead time saving Cost saving

1.Mfg-customer 89717,045 58,86% 76,25%

2.Mfg/PDP-customer 87567,168 15,42% 76,44%

3.Mfg/PDP/RDP-customer 887256,044 -42,64% 76,44%

Table 3: Results from Model 1 with multiperiod. MD = 400

The single objective and multicriteria model selects the best sub- option for each customer, with
respect to the two criteria, cost and lead time. The two criteria have the same importance in
the objective function. Analyzing the two criteria together, the value of the objective function is
within the interval 87 000 – 90 000, (Table 3), which is the summation of distribution costs and
lead time for all sub-options used in the optimal solution, depending on the scenario (Chapter
5.1). Based on the value of the objective function, scenario three would be most beneficial. This
requires that the company must ensure that all items are available at the latest DC used in the
sub- option which the model selected for each customer.

Comparing the three scenarios with respect to the two criteria separately, one can see, from Table
3, that the cost criterion will give approximately the same cost saving, independent of scenario.
This is because the cost of each sub- option remains the same independent of the scenario. This
was set up because the company needs to pay for the transportation and the 3PL service anyway.
The cost saving could be 76%, compared to if the total flow was forced through the current design
of the distribution chain at the company (Chapter 6.1). The lead time criterion have a broader
variety depending on the three scenarios (Table 3). This is because the scenarios are based on
were the items are available. Hence, when the items are available closer to the end customer, the
lead time will be shorter. The first scenario have a lead time saving of 59%. This is the reduction
of lead time when comparing the total lead time from the current state and the optimal solution
during the full planning horizon. For the third scenario, which would be the optimal alternative
considering the value of the objective function, the lead time saving is -43%. This is compared
with the total lead time of the current distribution chain at the company, if items are available at
RDP, which is the last DC in the distribution chain. The lead time from RDP to end customer,
at the current state, is 3 days, which is the shortest lead time among all possible lead times of
the sub-options. Hence, a lead time saving would not be possible with the data used in this case
study.
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Figure 11: The sub- options which the model selects to the optimal soulution.

Multiperiod
Top sub- options per region

Scenario CN JP AS

Sub- option % sub- option % Sub- option %
1.Mfg-customer 4. SLOW-DEF 67% 4.SLOW-DEF 50% 2.DEF 41%

2.Mfg/PDP-customer 4. SLOW-DEF 72% 4. SLOW-DEF 58% 2. DEF 41%

3.Mfg/PDP/RDP-customer 4.SLOW-DEF 78% 4.SLOW-DEF 58% 2.DEF 41%

Table 4: Detailed results from Model 1 with multiperiod. MD = 400

Analyzing the sub-option, which stands for the optimal solution during the three di�erent scenarios,
one can see, from Figure 11, that the model tends to select sub-option 2.DEF, 3.DEF-DEF, and
4.SLOW-DEF. For further information about the trip-modes, see Chapter 5.1. The model seems
to select option 4.SLOW-DEF for customers in the two regions CN and JP (Table 4). One reason
for that is because 4.SLOW-DEF is the cheapest sub- option for customers located in CN, and it
is the second cheapest sub- option for customers located in JP. However, the cheapest sub-option
for customers located in the region JP is 2.DEF. This sub-option was not selected with the same
rate as 4.SLOW-DEF because the customer demand in this region is smaller than MD from Mfg,
for the majority of times. The model tends to select 2.DEF and 3.DEF-DEF for customers in the
region AS. This could be because sub- option 2.DEF is the cheapest sub-option within the region.
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Model 1 - Multiperiod - Di�erent combinations of MD and MDRDP Previous section
shows that the model tends to select option two and three. These corresponds to when flow goes
from Mfg to the end customer, and from Mfg to RDP to the end customer, respectively. The two
parameters MD and MDRDP are related to these two options. MD is the minimum demand
from Mfg to end customer, and MDRDP is the minimum demand from Mfg to RDP. Currently,
the company has no set up for these requirements and this will be a future discussion regarding
the amount of kg which MD and MDRDP should have, if a re-design of the current distribution
chain will go live. In order to find reasonable values of these parameters, five combinations of MD
and MDRDP where examined. The di�erent combinations where created based on an analysis
of the data used in the model. The combinations of MD and MDRDP where tested during the
third scenario, since it will show the lower limit of the potential savings of the two criteria, cost
and lead time. The planning horizon was one year, as in previous section.

Multiperiod
Combination of MD and MDRDP Value of the objective function Lead time saving Cost saving

MD=0, MDRDP=0 46483,78 88,98% 84,40%

MD=50, MDRDP=50 55872,39 84,41% 83,20%

MD=100, MDRDP=100 63811,348 79,75% 81,39%

MD=400, MDRDP=400 89717,0455 58,86% 76,25%

MD=400, MDRDP=0 85742,376 67,60% 75,80%

Table 5: Results from Model 1 with di�erent combination of MD and MDRDP

The value of the objective function is increasing when the parameters (MD and MDRDP ) are
increased (Table 5). This is because a lower minimum demand will enable the model to select
option two for a larger number of customers. The Sub- options to main option two, have lead
times that are among the shortest lead times in this study, and the costs of the sub-options are
among the cheapest. Hence, enable direct shipment would be preferable.

Analyzing the criteria separately, Table 5 shows that the cost saving will be lower when the value
of the parameters are increased. Hence, the optimal solution include more expensive sub-options
when the parameters have high value, compared to when the parameters have low value. Looking
at the lead time criterion, one can see that the model seems to select sub-options with longer lead
time when MD and MDRDP are increased. This leads to the recommendation that the company
should have MD and MDRDP as small as possible.
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Figure 12: The sub- options which the model selects to the optimal soulution.

Multiperiod
Top sub- options per region

Combination of MD and MDRDP CN JP AS

Sub- option % Sub- option % Sub- option %
MD=0, MDRDP=0 2. DEF 83% 2.DEF 100% 2.DEF 97%

MD=50, MDRDP=50 2. DEF 39% 2.DEF 81% 2.DEF 80%

MD=100, MDRDP=100 4.SLOW-DEF 50% 2.DEF 58% 2.DEF 69%

MD=400, MDRDP=400 4. SLOW-DEF 67% 4.SLOW-DEF 50% 2.DEF 39%

MD=400, MDRDP=0 3.SLOW-DEF 72% 3.DEF-DEF 53% 2.DEF 39%

Table 6: Results from Model 1 (multiperiod): di�erent combinations of MD and MDRDP .

As mentioned above, the model tends to select option two when the customer demand is greater
than MD. This can be verify by looking at figure 12. The optimal solution when MD = 0 and
MDRDP = 0, consist of sub-option 2.DEF 96% of the times. Looking at the most commonly used
sub- option per region, one can see that 2.DEF is used more frequently than the other sub- options
(Table 6). However, customer located in CN, seems to get sub-option 4.SLOW-DEF already when
MD and MDRDP is equal to 100. This is because the demand from the customers and the RDP
within that region is less than MD and MDRDP .
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Model 1 - Multiperiod - Standardization The current state analysis emphasizes that the
healthcare company follows the Lean philosophy, with standardized methods and minimized waste.
Also, the current state analysis indicated that a redesign of the current distribution chain needs
to be the same for all items within the same IP- owner, in order to keep the financial flow and
the transfer prizes correctly set up. Because of this, the multiperiod model was modified so that
all flow will be forced to go through the same sub-option. The previous results shows that the
following sub- options are outstanding, 2.DEF, 3.DEF-DEF, and 4.SLOW-DEF. These sub-options
were used when standardizing the model. Then the distribution chain is standardized with respect
to sub-option 2.DEF and 3.DEF-DEF, the parameters MD and MDRDP are equal to 0 in order
to satisfy all customer demand.

The multiperiod model include two criteria, cost and lead time, and the time horizon was one
years, as for the previous runs.

Multiperiod
Sub- options Value of the objective function Lead time saving Cost saving

2.DEF 49 463 91,91% 83,05%

3. DEF-DEF 224 282 78,18% 27,88%

4.SLOW-DEF 211 979 5,45% 41,58%

2. DEF and 3. DEF-DEF 98 683 82,40% 69,27%

Table 7: Results from Model 1 (multiperiod) when top three sub-options are standardized.
(A combination of sub-option 2.DEF and 3.DEF-DEF is shown as well.)

Analyzing the two criteria together, one can see from Table 7, that the value of the objective
function is lowest when all flow are forced to go through sub-option 2.DEF. When the distribution
chain is standardized based on 2.DEF the cost criterion shows a cost saving of 83%, compared to
the current design of the distribution chain at the company. Looking at the second criterion, lead
time, customers should be able to receive the goods almost 92% faster than currently.

Analyzing at the lead time criterion further, sub-option 2.DEF and 3.DEF-DEF are the best sub-
option to standardize. Looking at the cost criterion separately the greatest saving could be done
by standardizing sub-option 2.DEF or 4.SLOW-DEF. One reason why this is true, is because the
data used in the model have the lowest cost and shortest lead time for sub- option 2.DEF.

Figure 13: Design of the distribution chain when combining sub-option 2.DEF and 3.DEF-DEF
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To increase the flexibility of the distribution chain and since direct ship all orders is unrealistic,
a combination of two flows were combined (Figure 13). This combination contribute to some
flexibility, but not full flexibility. The parameter MD was equal to 400 kg in this combination,
(MDRDP = 0). This was done in order to enable Mfg to send only larger orders direct to
customers, and RDPs to handle smaller orders. This will truly increase the economics of scale.

Figure 14: The distribution of sub- options when standardized the distribution chain.

The optimal solution with this settings would be to satisfy 68% of the customer with sub-option
3.DEF-DEF and 32% with 2.DEF (Figure 14). Looking at the criteria separate, this combination
would give the company a cost saving of almost 69% and a lead time saving between 82% (Table 7).
Analyzing this alternative with respect to both criteria, one can see that the value of the objective
function is 98 683. This value is predominantly small compared to when the distribution chain is
standardized to either 3.DEF-DEF or 4.SLOW-DEF. However, it is still higher than the value of
the objective function when only 2.DEF is used.

Touch Points
Decrease in touch points

Mfg-Customer 63%

Mfg-RDP-Customer 36%

Mfg-PDP-Customer 36%

Mfg-Customer and Mfg-RDP-Customer 63-36%

Table 8: Number of touch points for each of the options
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Touch points Another interesting aspect of the distribution chain is the number of touch points.
In Table 8, it is seen that there is a potential of reduction in the number of touch points if a re-
design is applied on the distribution chain. This could also possibly lead to a reduction of damage,
due to the less manual handling.
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7 Sensitivity Analysis

This section focuses on results that highlight certain features of the model and provides
some insights regarding the behavior of the model and the impact of the parameters on its
performance. A set of data from our case study has been employed. In addition, the same type
of distribution network topology is utilized to create random instances with random parameters
and the model is also evaluated on these instances.

7.1 General Settings

A sensitivity analysis was done in order to investigate the robustness of the result from the model.
Also, to analyze the relation between output and input in the model. This is because the optimal
solutions are highly dependent on the input. Hence, a sensitivity analysis is needed to understand
the output from and the behaviour of the model. The analyze approach was a one-at-the-time
(OAT) approach, where one parameter is changed at the time. With this approach the researchers
are able to find out what impact that parameter has on the output of the model. Hence, if the
output varies a lot, the variable or parameter is of high importance.

Five di�erent parameters were evaluated/analyzed by seven di�erent analysis. The parameters
include:

•MD • MDRDP • Wp • W
r

• HC

The objective function is divided to two functions by separately considering the two criteria distri-
bution cost and lead time. Hence, the models in the sensitivity analysis will be single objective and
single criterion. MD and MDRDP were analyzed by both criteria, while the Wp, W

r

, and HC
were examined only considering the cost criterion. That is because these parameters are related
to the cost criterion, only.

Also, we generated some random instances. In those instances, the customer demand d
j

(for each
j) is randomly selected within the interval 95–460 kg, and all other parameters remain unchanged.

7.2 Sensitivity Analysis 1

The model include a minimum demand parameter from Mfg to end customer, MD, and to RDP,
MDRDP . These parameters are something which the company aims to have, but do not have at
the current state. A sensitive analysis was done in order to analyze these parameters.
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Figure 15: The sensitivity analysis with minimum demand as evaluating parameter.

As can be seen from the Figure 15, the higher MD is, the higher will the value of the two criteria,
cost and lead time, be. This is because the model tends to select direct shipment, option 2,
more frequent when MD is low. Direct shipment, option 2, is the most beneficial option when
considering the two criteria cost and lead time due to the used data. One can also see that the
objective function with respect to each criterion, cost and lead time, is increasing stepwise. Each
step is related to the customer demand, so when MD reach the next level of customer demand the
objective function will be increased. Hence, some customer will not be supplied by option 2 any
more.

Looking at MDRDP one can see that the parameter does not have as much impact on the objective
functions as MD has, considering these inputs. The objective function with respect to the lead
time criterion is constant. Hence, the options selected by the model have the same lead time.
Considering the objective function with respect to the cost criterion, there are three very small
increase of the objective function.

7.3 Sensitivity Analysis 2

The two weights, Wp and W
r

, are in the objective function of the multiperiod and multicriteria
model, in order to punish the options which include DCs. The weights are based on the amount of
order lines the DC would have ordered if all goods were transported through the DC during that
specific month. The reason why order lines were chosen as the foundation of these parameters, is
that the cost structure at the DCs are based on order lines. A sensitivity analysis was done in
order to figure out these impact of the objective function.
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Figure 16: The sensitivity analysis with the weight as evaluating parameter.

When analyzing the sensitivity analysis of the two weights, one can read from the Figure 16 that
Wp have a greater impact of the value of the objective function than W

r

. As objective function
is linear with respect to the weights, it is trivial that the value of the objective function will be
increased. Note that Wp is larger than W

r

, which could be a reason for why it has a greater e�ect.

7.4 Sensitivity Analysis 3

In the model the 3PL cost (HC) is fixed, and the same for each DC. In reality this cost vary
depending on DC, because the di�erent DC have di�erent organization structures and vary in
capacity. Due to this uncertainty, a sensitivity analysis was done.

Figure 17: The sensitivity analysis with the 3PL as evaluating parameter.

From Figure 17, it is obvious that the value of the cost objective function are increasing when HC
increases. That is because the objective function is linear with respect to HC. Hence, a change of
HC will a�ect the output of the model.
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8 Discussion

In this section, the models and results are further discussed considering theoretical and prac-
tical issues.

Models The research mainly employed Model 1. This was done even though it has some lim-
itations. One limitation is that Model 1 does not consider stock and replenishment. Model 2,
however, considers these parameters in the multiperiod version. Model 2 is a good alternative to
Model 1. The advantage of Model 2 is that it allows a higher flexibility of the input variables
because it is a link based model. It was a limitation in the used version of GAMS, which did not
have the possibility to solve mixed integer linear programming (MINLP) problems with more than
50 discrete variables. Model 2 is an MINLP problem with more than 50 discrete variables, hence
Model 2 were not used in this research. For future work it is recommended to consider Model 2 as
well, since it might be beneficial.

From the sensitivity analysis, one can see that MD, Wp, and HC are the parameters that e�ect
the outcomes of Model 1 the most (Figure 15, 16, and 17). With this said, the data behind these
parameters should be carefully selected, though it will impact the optimal solution.

Inputs Even though the results clearly show that it is possible to accomplish a cost saving by
reshaping the current distribution chain, it is possible to increase the lead time savings even more.
The transportation cost of the links that are currently frequently used by the company has been
negotiated and due to that these links have a lower cost compared to the links which the company
does not use as frequently today. If the company embraces the proposed redesign of the distribution
chain, there is a possibility to negotiate the transportation costs of these links, in order to reduce
the transportation cost even further. A larger amount of goods will then be passing through these
links after the redesign.

The input data for the transportation costs were, in some cases, incomplete for the evaluated links.
To overcome this, the missing transportation costs were estimated based on some known costs and
lead times of the other links.

The cost part of the objective function has been minimized through two aspects, transportation
cost and 3PL cost. The 3PL cost used as the input in the model is a simplification of the real 3PL
cost. In the model the 3PL cost is fixed during the whole planning horizon and it is the same for
every DC in the distribution chain, i.e. PDP and RDP. The cost includes ;the handling of inbound
and outbound and the intermediaries storage cost. Therefore the savings of the 3PL should be
critical reviewed. It is likely that the real cost di�ers between the DCs due to several factors i.e.
location, size, and cost structure.

In the model, two weights are included in order to punish the options which include DCs. A heavier
weight was put at PDP, compared to RDP, as the goal for the company is to increase customer
service for customers in Asia, hence the shorter lead time should be preferred. Another incentive
is the hidden cost and increased risk of damaged goods due to multiple handling that causes by
the use of a DC.
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The lead time of each sub-option is based on the agreement the healthcare company has with the
the distributors, both when it comes to transportation and inbound and outbound at the DCs.
Hence, the data used in the model is not the actual lead time. This means that the lead time
savings should be read as theoretical savings.

The company’s current version of direct shipment, a method called drop shipment does have
requirements. The researcher purpose that the requirements to obtain delivery by direct shipment
should be on weights of the order. To achieve this we added MD as a minimum demand in kg for
orders send from Mfg. This will facilitate and standardize the procedure of deciding who fulfills
the requirement of direct shipment. During the evaluation of all options a similar criteria for RDP,
MDRDP was set up based on the same reasons as MD. This set up was eliminated during the
run considering two flows, Mfg to customer and Mfg to RDP then to customer. During this run
the MD requirement was kept. Even though direct shipment to all customers, regardless of the
size of the order, would be the most cost beneficial option it is not feasible in reality. It will then
increase the cost and the advantages of economic of scale would be absent. The same argument
goes for MDRDP . The healthcare company has negotiated the transportation cost in weights,
a weight requirement would be the most suitable. What kind of limitation that should be used
should be decided in a further discussion within the company. In our model we choose the average
ordered weight during the last year.

This cost requirement could give incentive to order larger order to fulfil the requirements of direct
shipment. With larger orders the healthcare company can both save money in the distribution
chain and receive economic of scale in the production.

Results From the results from the multiperiod model, there are three sub-options that distin-
guish from the rest of the sub-options. These are 2.DEF, 3.DEF-DEF, and 4.SLOW-DEF. When
analysing the input parameters these options are among the cheapest options. When it comes to
the lead time aspect, none of the top three sub-options are among the ones with the shortest lead
time. Interestingly, the model selects deferred air freight before standard air freight. Even though
the lead time of deferred air freights is longer, the cost is lower.

Comparing the results from the three di�erent scenarios, (i) inventory at Mfg, (ii) inventory at
Mfg and PDP, and (iii) inventory at Mfg, PDP, and RDP, one can see from Table 3 that there are
no significant di�erences. This is probably because the lead time part of the objective function
has a lower value than the cost part. Hence, the lead time part has less impact of the value of the
objective function. Based on this, the other runs were done as if inventory was held at Mfg.

Looking at the results from the runs with di�erent values on MD and MDRDP , one can see that
the lower MD and MDRDP are, the lower will the optimal be. Hence, the company would be
able to save more of both criteria, cost and lead time, if lowering MD and MDRDP . The model
selects option 2.DEF more frequently if MD is low, i.e. direct shipment. However, low MD and
MDRDP will require higher capacity at Mfg. At the current state the Mfg, has capacity for ship
large scale shipments internally. This means that an investment may be required in order to enable
direct shipment and smaller shipments from Mfg to RDP.

When analyzing the model with standardized input, the result clearly shows that the option of
direct shipment is the most beneficial one with respect to the two criteria, cost and lead-time
(Table 7). Direct Shipment with deferred air freight, sub-option 2.DEF, results in a cost saving
of 83% and a lead time saving of 92% compared with the current state. Comparing 3.DEF-DEF
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and 4.SLOW-DEF, one can see that from a cost perspective sub-option 4.SLOW-DEF would be
better, but from a lead time perspective 3.DEF-DEF would be preferable. If considering both cost
and lead time savings for the two options, option 3.DEF-DEF is the overall second best option
after 2.DEF.

If only one sub-option would be set up as a standard flow, 3.DEF-DEF would be our recommen-
dation for the short run. The Asia region is predicted to have a high growth in the nearest future
due to a forecast it is viable to set up a new standard route. This would be align with the Lean
approach, which the company currently is adopting.

Agile methods are a upcoming trend it would be recommended that the company consider to apply
these on its processes. A free choice of all four option would, of course, be the most Agile approach.
Hence it will give the customers full flexibility to select the option which suits the situation best at
that time. However, that would increase the complexity of the distribution chain. Due to that, a
compromise between a standardize solution and an optimal solution were made. The compromise
is a combination of the two top sub-options, 2.DEF and 3.DEF-DEF. This would increase the
flexibility of the distribution chain, but still keep the distribution chain relatively simple. The
results shows that this layout of the distribution chain is very beneficial. The company would be
able to reach a cost saving of 69% and a lead time saving of 82%; Table 7. As mentioned in the
previous section, the cost saving is just considering the 3PL- cost and transportation cost. Even
though the cost saving of 69% feels unrealistic high, it is reasonable when examine the design of
the current distribution chain. There is no reason from a supply chain and optimization view of
transporting the goods produced in China, to Sweden and then back to China. The current set
up, as mentioned, is depending on more than a lead time and cost perspective. It depends on
parameters, as IP-owner that this project have not considered.

KPI Assuming that a redesign of the distribution chain will be implemented. The new layout
will enable Mfg to ship both directly to the end customer as well as to the RDPs, i.e. the sub-
options 2.DEF and 3.DEF-DEF. Then there will be a possibility to improve the four KPIs which
the healthcare company is using, (i) cost, (ii) lead time, (iii) SCOT, and (iv) inventory.

When consider the KPI cost, the results from the model indicate that a cost reduction of 69%
would be possible. Also, the lead time can be reduced by 82%. Looking at the KPI SCOT, which
is the company’s measurement for delivery reliability, the result does not intuitive proving an
improvement. But, since the redesigned distribution chain will result in shorter lead time, there
will be an indirect increase of SCOT. The inventory KPI is more complex to predict. But a general
rule is the lower the lead time is, the lower is the needed inventory. Also, the number of DCs in
a distribution chain e�ects the inventory level. Hence, the new layout of the distribution chain
results in a reduction DCs, which also implies that a decrease in inventory would be possible.
As mentioned in the current state the company has di�erent item classes with di�erent inventory
policies. The model does not distinguish between A- and K-class items, but there are some end
customers who have ordered only A- respective K items during the studied time horizon. For the
customers who ordered only K-class items, direct shipment would be to prefer since these items
are not suppose to be stocked. Sending these type of items through a RDP will only increase the
cost, lead time and the risk of damage. The A-class items are set up as inventory items these
should then be able to go with both flows.
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Global Supply Chain Let us assume that a redesign for the distribution chain will be imple-
mented. There are several aspects that are required to be considered the mathematical model does
not take into account. In this sub section some of these aspects will be analyzed based on the
theoretical framework and the current state analysis.

The redesigned distribution chain will entail fewer touch points (Table 8). No statistic have been
calculated regarding the level of damaged items at each DC. Due to this it is hard to predict the
impact of a reduction in touch points but it is still likely that the degree of damage will reduce in
some manner. By reducing the number of damage goods, and so also waist, it will both increase
the cost saving and be aligned with the company’s current work with “Lean Sigma”.

It is important that the financial- and the physical flow of the goods are the same, since the revenue
needs to go to the right instance within the company. Based on the information shared with the
researchers, the system which the company is using would be compatible with a redesign of the
distribution chain. There is only one restriction; the redesign need to a�ect all items. As both
transfer prices, finance and tax parameters are set up by IP- owner, the redesign of the distribution
chain needs to include all items within that IP-owner. C-classed items have been excluded from
the used data, but should be included in a future implementation of the redesigned distribution
chain.

The healthcare company has not local entities in all countries in Asia. That implies complexity
for direct shipments in countries that miss a local entity. In the beginning of the implementation
of the redesigned distribution chain it is recommended to open direct shipment for the countries
with a local entity. This enables customers to buy in both USD and the local currency.

The current state analysis highlighted the complexity behind the procedure of importing and
exporting goods, which depends on the importer of record. Also, the currency in which the
customer wants to pay in increases the complexity of direct shipments. These are two areas the
company would need to analyze future, before implementing the redesign of the distribution chain.
Some limitations of the supply chain could not be a�ected by the company itself since it due to
the complexity of the region.

The current capacity at the Mfg might need to be expanded. To be able to accomplish direct
shipments from the Mfg, additional warehouse space needs to be added. The Mfg needs to be
able to store some A- items, even if it would be for a short time period. It will most likely be
a cost related to this investment, which needs to be considered before deciding whether or not a
re-design of distribution chain should be done. Despite these investments the healthcare company
needs to educate the current working force at Mfg and extended it to able shipments of goods out
to customer and RDPs.

Limitations This master thesis project has been limited to a specific product family, and only
20% of the customer zones in a specific region, it might a�ect the outcome of the result. Even
though this project is considered in small-scale it is a common feature of the whole supply chain
of the company. This is why the results of this small-scale project has the possibility to be applied
throughout the supply chain of the company as a whole. The model only is taking the two criteria,
cost and lead time, into account, the savings needs to be viewed critically, since, taxes, import,
export etc. not are included into the cost.
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9 Conclusion & Future Directions

A mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) multiperiod optimization model was developed to
make tactical decisions in a case study distribution network. The input was a bottleneck part
of the company’s distribution network that involved 20% ≠ 25% of its total market. The model
suggested an optimal mixture of customer zones and DCs in the distribution chain making trade-
o�s between the criteria of distribution cost and lead time. In order to show the functionality of
the model, it was applied on the case study instances. Hence, inputs to the model have been all
based on real data from an international logistics network of a consumers goods company. The
company’s motivation was to study whether or not there exists incentives to further investigate
and develop a mathematical model supporting the tactical decisions for products’ distribution with
a hope in distribution costs and lead time reductions.

Due to the seasonal variability in demand and to account the market fluctuation, the model
considered the full planning horizon of one year. The model was coded and run in GAMS (General
Algebraic Modeling System) using the state-of-the-art solver, CPLEX, on a personal computer.
Using one-year actual date, it has been shown that the ratio of direct shipments could substantially
improve by 29%≠96% (for the part of the network under study) (Figure 11, 12, and 14) . Moreover,
the distribution cost was shown that could decrease by 27%≠83%, and the lead time can be shorter
by 0% ≠ 92% (Table 3, 5, and 7), compared with the current design of the distribution chain at
the company. It was proved that more use of direct shipment would reduce the distribution cost.
However, as mentioned before, there may be many factors that can impact the results presented
in this study, such as decisions at operational level; transport and service scheduling by the 3PL
companies, and the planning, manufacturing and purchasing performed by its customers. Also,
factors like, taxes, business rules etc. are of great importance to consider. However, these factors
are mostly either out of control or at operational level, and hence they are out of the scope of this
work. This thesis was dealing with the decisions at tactical level, namely it advised the product
flow management policies over di�erent links and suggests the best transportation modes thorough
the distribution network.

In the motivation section, a number of questions were asked in order to evaluate the current
distribution chain. We provide the answers to those questions based on the results from the model
and the current state analysis.

• How should the company’s distribution chain be designed in order to get an optimal solution
between the two criteria, cost and lead time, for products produced at the Mfg in China?

The model purpose a more frequent use of direct shipment, from Mfg to end customer. The model
tends to select the following sub-options: 2.DEF, 3.DEF-DEF, and 4.SLOW-DEF (Figure 11, 12,
and 14). Due to the results and the managerial considerations received from this case study a
recommendation can be purposed. As mentioned in sub-chapter 6.2; a combination of two flow is
recommended to make the supply chain more flexible. The results indicates that the two optimal
flows are from Mfg out to the customer and from Mfg via a RDP out to the customer (Figure 13).

Note that a further recommendation to the company is to investigate further if there is a possibility
to enable these links in the reality. The model consider distribution costs and lead time, hence
there are several other aspects which needs to be analyzed before a final recommendation of the
design distribution chain can be made. Also, this master thesis have evaluated 20% - 25% of the
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company market. In order to create a final recommendation of a re-design, the whole market
should be included in the input. However, since the model purpose a reduction of distribution
cost between 29% - 96%, and a lead time saving of 0% -92%, one can see huge potential of future
savings.

• Could one of the DCs be removed from the distribution chain?

The model developed, considers decisions at tactical level. Hence, it is not possible to say whether
or not a DC could be removed from the distribution chain. This would be a decision at strategical
level. Also, before taking decisions of that kind, a recommendation is to consider the full market.
However, from the results the model provided, it is proved that there is potential savings among
the two criteria, cost and lead time, when either PDP, RDP, or both are not used.

• Does the Mfg has the capacity of storing, packaging and sending goods to customer?

The current state analysis implies that there are several tasks which the plant needs to be able
to handle when supplying a customer. Among the di�erent tasks, the plant needs to be set up
as a sales entity, it needs to handle tax, and di�erent currency. Also, more practical set ups are,
storage place and education. The current state analysis indicates that the Mfg does not currently
have all these in place. Hence, a further analysis of this would be preferable, in order to get the
size of additional investments needed for a re-design of the distribution chain.

• Can the Mfg in China replace the RDP in China?

From the current state analysis together with the results from the model, one can see that it makes
no sense to have two DCs located that close to each other from a both finance and supply chain
perspective. Even though the location of these two would have been a motive to close to DC in
China, further calculations need to be done to make this move doable. The model purposes a
redesigned distribution chain at tactical level, which would result in a reduction of distribution
costs and lead time.

As this research was one of the early e�orts that tried to develop a mathematical model supporting
the tactical decisions for products’ distribution at minimal costs and lead time, there have been
some limitations, which can lead to future research. We close this thesis by exploring some of
them.

First, Model 1 can be improved by adding several criteria, such as customer power, credit perfor-
mance, distributor reputation, and profit. When adding more criteria, it is recommended to use
non-preemptive goal programming, which will give the possibility of having cost and lead time goals
in the model among other.

Another recommendation in order to further extend the Model 1 is to normalize weights for each
criterion. This can be done by using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. In this
method, a pairwise comparison of the criteria is made by the decision makers. Generally, when the
objective function have multiple criteria of di�erent importance or when it consists of conflicting
goals, the use AHP-method is highly recommended.
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Another idea of weighting the di�erent criteria would be to put a price or a cost at each criterion.
i.e. what does one day of lead time entails in cost for the company.

A future recommendation is to develop a strategic model aiming to change the whole distribution
network, which will be beneficial for the company in long-run. To this aim, Model 2 is better to
be used, as it is better amenable to accommodate facility location problem required for developing
the strategic model.

Executing a distribution network redesign may take long time and require further investments
(such as IT support), the recommendation is to implement it step by step. A first step could be
to enable Mfg to ship to the current RDPs. A second step could be to enable Mfg to ship directly
to customers with higher demand, as such customers’ orders could be more beneficial. We are
basically suggesting a prioritizing system at operational level.
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Appendices

A Appendix

TM1 Trip modes
k=1 SLOW STD STD
k=2 SLOW STD DEF
k=3 SLOW DEF DEF
k=4 SLOW DEF STD
k=5 STD STD STD
k=6 STD STD DEF
k=7 STD DEF DEF
k=8 STD DEF STD
k=9 DEF STD STD
k=10 DEF STD DEF
k=11 DEF DEF DEF
k=12 DEF DEF STD

TM2 Trip modes
k=1 STD
k=2 DEF

TM3 Trip modes
k=1 STD STD
k=2 STD DEF
k=3 DEF DEF
k=4 DEF STD

TM4 Trip modes
k=1 SLOW STD
k=2 SLOW DEF
k=3 STD STD
k=4 STD DEF
k=5 DEF DEF
k=6 DEF STD
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B Appendix

Model 2 Model 2 is a minimum cost flow problem, and it minimizes the two criteria, costs and lead
time. This model considers inventory levels at the di�erent DCs. Using variable for inventory level,
results in an indication of the optimal inventory. This makes this model more flexible comparing
with Model 1. The network consist of Mfg, PDP, RDP and customers, and the links between them
are set up as in Figure 18. All links have the option of transport the goods with either deferred air
freight or standard air freight. The link between Mfg and PDP has an additional transportation
mode, which is sea freight.

Figure 18: Visualises the network flow for Model 2

The model is orginized by four levels, Mfg, PDP, RDP, and customer level. At the Mfg- level
the model selects the best option to transfer the goods to the next level, with respect to the two
criteria, cost and lead time. The Mfg-level represents the possibility of selecting the link direct to
customer, to one of the RDPs, and to PDP. The options at PDP-level represents the link direct
to customer and to one of the RDPs. The RDP-level has only one link, that is to the customer,
since RDP is the last DC in the distribution chain.

The lead time is considered for each link. Links that are connected to DCs have the inbound
and outbound time added to the lead time. The transportation cost, 3PL cost, and lead time are
calculated per link. The transportation cost is multiplied by the demand (kg) to obtain the total
transportation cost. The 3PL cost is multiplied by the number of order lines that the demand
consists of. The two di�erent costs adds up to the total logistics cost.

The two criteria, cost and lead time, are minimized in respect to each other in one objective
function followed by 26 constraints. This is, as Model 1, a single objective and multicriteria model.
The constraints ensure that the customer demand is fulfilled, that the relevant inventory level at
PDP and RDP is kept, that the production at Mfg does not exceed the capacity of Mfg and that
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only one trip mode selects for each link.

Let J={{CN},{JP},{AS}} be the set of customers indexed by j in the model where CN, JP and
AS are the di�erent regions. Let R={r1,r2,r3} be the set of RDPs indexed by r in the model, and
let K={1, 2, 3} be the set of trip modes indexed by k in the model. k1 stands for the slow sea
freight shipment method, k2, deferred air freight, and k3 stands for standard air freight. The trip
modes deferred and standard are optional on all of the links. The slow trip mode is only optional
on the link between Mfg and PDP. This model calculate the needed inventory level at PDP and
RDPs, which is a advantage of this model. Let T={1,2,3..,12} be the set of periods, indexed t in
the model. Each period stand for one month.

Model 2 has the ability to support decision making on tactical level and since the inventory level
is taken into account it is applicable at a tactical level. The following part is presenting notations,
objective functions, and constraints.

Variables

—t,k,r,j : Is 1 if goods are sent on the link from RDP
r to customer j in period t, otherwise 0

”t,k,j : Is 1 if goods are sent on the link from Mfg to
customer j in period t, otherwise 0

–t,k,j : Is 1 if goods are sent on the link from PDP
to customer j in period t, otherwise 0

“t,k,r: Is 1 if goods are sent on the link from PDP
to RDP r in period t, otherwise 0

Êt,k,r: Is 1 if goods are sent on the link from Mfg to
RDP r in period t, otherwise 0

‘t,k: Is 1 if goods are sent on the link from Mfg to
PDP in period t, otherwise 0

xt,k,r,j : The amount of goods (kg) transported in
period t on the link between RDP r to customer j

with trip modek

xpt,k,j : The amount of goods (kg) transported in pe-
riod t on the link between PDP to customer j with
trip mode k

xmt,k,j : The amount of goods (kg) transported in
period t on the link between Mfg to customer j with
trip mode k

ymt,k,r: The amount of goods (kg) transported in
period t on the link between Mfg to RDP r with trip
mode k

ypt,k,r: The amount of goods (kg) transported in
period t on the link between PDP to RDP r with
trip mode k

zmt,k,r: The amount of goods (kg) transported in
period t on the link between Mfg to PDP with trip
mode k

ILt,r: Inventory level needed at RDP in period t

ILpt: Inventory level needed at PDP in period t

Parameters

dt,j : Demand from customer j in period t

dt,r: Demand at RDP r in period t

dpt: Demand at PDP in period t

Ck,r,j : The cost of transporting the goods with trip
mode k from RDP r to customer j

CPk,j : The cost of transporting the goods with trip
mode k from PDP to customer j

CMk,j : The cost of transporting the goods with trip
mode k from Mfg to customer j

CPk,r: The cost of transporting the goods with trip
mode k from PDP to RDP r

CMk,r: The cost of transporting the goods with trip
mode k from Mfg to RDP r
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CMPk: The cost of transporting the goods with trip
mode k from Mfg to PDP

LTk,r,j : Lead time from RDP r to customer j with
trip mode k

LT Pk,j : Lead time from PDP to customer j with
trip mode k

LT Mk,j : Lead time from Mfg to customer j with
trip mode k

LT Mk,r: Lead time from Mfg to RDP r with trip
mode k

LT Pk,r: Lead time from PDP to RDP r with trip
mode k

LT MPk: Lead time from Mfg to PDP with trip
mode k

OLt,j : Numbers of order lines i period t

HC: 3PL cost/order line at RDP and PDP, includes
inbound and outbound handling cost

IC: Max capacity of the production at Mfg

ICP : Max capacity of the production at PDP

ICRr: Max capacity of the production at RDP r

M :A very large number

Model Objectives

• Minimizing Cost
This part of the objective function is minimizing the cost criterion. min
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• Minimizing lead time
This part of the objective function is minimizing the lead time criterion.
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Model Constraints

Model 2 consists of 26 constraints. These constraints guarantee the flow conservation at each node
in the distribution network.

• Satisfying the customer demand
For each customer j in the di�erent regions (CN, JP, AS), these constraints makes sure that the
model satisfy the customer demand in each period t.

ÿ
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• RDP level
With these constraints, the model calculates the optimal inventory level that should be kept to the
next time period, at each RDP. The right hand side is negative because the model should allow
storage at the RDP.
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• PDP level
With these constraints, the model calculates the optimal inventory level that should be kept to the
next time period, at each PDP. The right hand side is negative because the model should allow
storage at the PDP.
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• Mfg level
This constraint make sure that the model does not ship more goods that the manufacturing site
has capacity, in each period t.
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• Inventory level
This constraint makes sure that the model does not hold more inventory than the max capacity
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at the PDP and at the RDP, each period, t.
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• The goods can only be transported by one trip mode on each link
These constraints force the model to select only one trip mode on each link.
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For these constraints Ê
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is introduced. Ê
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mode, k in period t, and 0 otherwise.
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Non-negativity & binary constraints
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C Appendix

The following GAMS pseudo code was developed and run for Model 1 discussed in
Chapter 5. However, to help protect the confidentiality of data held in the company,
no real number will be shown in the code.

GAMS Distribution Code

*OPTION Bratio = 0;
*Option ModelName.OptFile = 1;
*Option ModelName.PriorOpt = 1;
Option IterLim= 999999999;
Option ResLim = 999999999;
Option SysOut = On;
scalar Serial;
Serial = JNow;
execseed = GSecond(Serial);

*—————————————————————————

*TO HELP PROTECT THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF DATA HELD IN THE COMPANY, NO
REAL NUMBER WILL BE PRESENTED.

* A STAR * SYMBOLIZE REAL DATA
* A LINE - SYMBOLIZE INFINITY OR VERY HIGH NUMBER

sets
CN ’customer zones in CN’ /CN1, CN2/
JP ’customer zones in JP’ /JP1,JP2,JP3,JP4/
AS ’customer zones in AS’ /AS1,AS2,AS3,AS4,AS5,AS6,AS7/
RDP ’RDP’ /R1, R2, R3/
TM1 ’sub option 1’ /k11, k12, k13,k14,k15,k16,k17,k18,k19,k110,k111,k112/
TM2 ’sub option 2’ /k21, k22/
TM3 ’sub option 3’ /k31, k32, k33,k34/
TM4 ’sub option 4’ /k41, k42, k43,k44,k45,k46/
T ’time periods’ /Jan,Feb,Mar,Apr,May,Jun,Jul,Aug,Sep,Oct,Nov,Dec/;

*—————————————————————————

’weight PDP’
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parameter
WEPDP(T)

/Jan *
Feb *
Mar *
Apr *
May *
Jun *
Jul *
Aug *
Sep *
Oct *
Nov *
Dec */
;

’demand customer zones in CN’

table dCHINA(T,CN)
CN1 CN2

Jan * *
Feb * *
Mar * *
Apr * *
May * *
Jun * *
Jul * *
Aug * *
Sep * *
Oct * *
Nov * *
Dec * * ;

’demand customer zones in JP’

table dJAPAN(T,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

Jan * * * *
Feb * * * *
Mar * * * *
Apr * * * *
May * * * *
Jun * * * *
Jul * * * *
Aug * * * *
Sep * * * *
Oct * * * *
Nov * * * *
Dec * * * *;

’demand customer zones in AS’
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table dASIA(T,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

Jan * * * * * * *
Feb * * * * * * *
Mar * * * * * * *
Apr * * * * * * *
May * * * * * * *
Jun * * * * * * *
Jul * * * * * * *
Aug * * * * * * *
Sep * * * * * * *
Oct * * * * * * *
Nov * * * * * * *
Dec * * * * * * *;

’demand RDP’

table dREG(T,RDP)
R1 R2 R3

Jan * * *
Feb * * *
Mar * * *
Apr * * *
May * * *
Jun * * *
Jul * * *
Aug * * *
Sep * * *
Oct * * *
Nov * * *
Dec * * *;

’order line customer zones in CN’

table OLCHINA(T,CN)
CN1 CN2

Jan * *
Feb * *
Mar * *
Apr * *
May * *
Jun * *
Jul * *
Aug * *
Sep * *
Oct * *
Nov * *
Dec * *;

’order line customer zones in JP’
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table OLJAPAN(T,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

Jan * * * *
Feb * * * *
Mar * * * *
Apr * * * *
May * * * *
Jun * * * *
Jul * * * *
Aug * * * *
Sep * * * *
Oct * * * *
Nov * * * *
Dec * * * *;

’order line customer zones in AS’

table OLASIA(T,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

Jan * * * * * * *
Feb * * * * * * *
Mar * * * * * * *
Apr * * * * * * *
May * * * * * * *
Jun * * * * * * *
Jul * * * * * * *
Aug * * * * * * *
Sep * * * * * * *
Oct * * * * * * *
Nov * * * * * * *
Dec * * * * * * *;

’weight RDP’

table WEREG(T,RDP)
R1 R2 R3

Jan * * *
Feb * * *
Mar * * *
Apr * * *
May * * *
Jun * * *
Jul * * *
Aug * * *
Sep * * *
Oct * * *
Nov * * *
Dec * * *;

*—————————————————————————-
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*LEAD TIME FOR ALL SUB-OPTIONS IN OPTION 1

’lead time 1 customer zones in CN’

table LTMPRCN(TM1,RDP,CN)
CN1 CN2

k11.R1 * *
k12.R1 * *
k13.R1 * *
k14.R1 * *
k15.R1 * *
k16.R1 * *
k17.R1 * *
k18.R1 * *
k19.R1 * *
k110.R1 * *
k111.R1 * *
k112.R1 * *
k11.R2 - -
k12.R2 - -
k13.R2 - -
k14.R2 - -
k15.R2 - -
k16.R2 - -
k17.R2 - -
k18.R2 - -
k19.R2 - -
k110.R2 - -
k111.R2 - -
k112.R2 - -
k11.R3 - -
k12.R3 - -
k13.R3 - -
k14.R3 - -
k15.R3 - -
k16.R3 - -
k17.R3 - -
k18.R3 - -
k19.R3 - -
k110.R3 - -
k111.R3 - -
k112.R3 - -;

’lead time 1 customer zones in JP’
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table LTMPRJP(TM1,RDP,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

k11.R1 - - - -
k12.R1 - - - -
k13.R1 - - - -
k14.R1 - - - -
k15.R1 - - - -
k16.R1 - - - -
k17.R1 - - - -
k18.R1 - - - -
k19.R1 - - - -
k110.R1 - - - -
k111.R1 - - - -
k112.R1 - - - -
k11.R2 * * * *
k12.R2 * * * *
k13.R2 * * * *
k14.R2 * * * *
k15.R2 * * * *
k16.R2 * * * *
k17.R2 * * * *
k18.R2 * * * *
k19.R2 * * * *
k110.R2 * * * *
k111.R2 * * * *
k112.R2 * * * *
k11.R3 - - - -
k12.R3 - - - -
k13.R3 - - - -
k14.R3 - - - -
k15.R3 - - - -
k16.R3 - - - -
k17.R3 - - - -
k18.R3 - - - -
k19.R3 - - - -
k110.R3 - - - -
k111.R3 - - - -
k112.R3 - - - -;

’lead time 1 customer zones in AS’
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table LTMPRAS(TM1,RDP,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

k11.R1 - - - - - - -
k12.R1 - - - - - - -
k13.R1 - - - - - - -
k14.R1 - - - - - - -
k15.R1 - - - - - - -
k16.R1 - - - - - - -
k17.R1 - - - - - - -
k18.R1 - - - - - - -
k19.R1 - - - - - - -
k110.R1 - - - - - - -
k111.R1 - - - - - - -
k112.R1 - - - - - - -
k11.R2 - - - - - - -
k12.R2 - - - - - - -
k13.R2 - - - - - - -
k14.R2 - - - - - - -
k15.R2 - - - - - - -
k16.R2 - - - - - - -
k17.R2 - - - - - - -
k18.R2 - - - - - - -
k19.R2 - - - - - - -
k110.R2 - - - - - - -
k111.R2 - - - - - - -
k112.R2 - - - - - - -
k11.R3 * * * * * * *
k12.R3 * * * * * * *
k13.R3 * * * * * * *
k14.R3 * * * * * * *
k15.R3 * * * * * * *
k16.R3 * * * * * * *
k17.R3 * * * * * * *
k18.R3 * * * * * * *
k19.R3 * * * * * * *
k110.R3 * * * * * * *
k111.R3 * * * * * * *
k112.R3 * * * * * * *;

*LEAD TIME FOR ALL SUB-OPTIONS IN OPTION 2

’lead time 2 customer zones in CN’

table LTMCN(TM2,CN)
CN1 CN2

k21 * *
k22 * * ;

’lead time 2 customer zones in JP’
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table LTMJP(TM2,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

k21 * * * *
k22 * * * *;

’lead time 2 customer zones in AS’

table LTMAS(TM2,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

k21 * * * * * * *
k22 * * * * * * *;

*LEAD TIME FOR ALL SUB-OPTIONS IN OPTION 3

’lead time 3 customer zones in CN’

table LTMRCN(TM3,RDP,CN)
CN1 CN2

k31.R1 * *
k32.R1 * *
k33.R1 * *
k34.R1 * *
k31.R2 - -
k32.R2 - -
k33.R2 - -
k34.R2 - -
k31.R3 - -
k32.R3 - -
k33.R3 - -
k34.R3 - -;

’lead time 3 customer zones in JP’

table LTMRJP(TM3,RDP,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

k31.R1 - - - -
k32.R1 - - - -
k33.R1 - - - -
k34.R1 - - - -
k31.R2 * * * *
k32.R2 * * * *
k33.R2 * * * *
k34.R2 * * * *
k31.R3 - - - -
k32.R3 - - - -
k33.R3 - - - -
k34.R3 - - - -;

’lead time 3 customer zones in AS’
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table LTMRAS(TM3,RDP,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

k31.R1 - - - - - - -
k32.R1 - - - - - - -
k33.R1 - - - - - - -
k34.R1 - - - - - - -
k31.R2 - - - - - - -
k32.R2 - - - - - - -
k33.R2 - - - - - - -
k34.R2 - - - - - - -
k31.R3 * * * * * * *
k32.R3 * * * * * * *
k33.R3 * * * * * * *
k34.R3 * * * * * * *;

*LEAD TIME FOR ALL SUB-OPTIONS IN OPTION 4

’lead time 4 customer zones in CN’

table LTMPCN(TM4,CN)
CN1 CN2

k41 * *
k42 * *
k43 * *
k44 * *
k45 * *
k46 * *;

’lead time 4 customer zones in JP’

table LTMPJP(TM4,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

k41 * * * *
k42 * * * *
k43 * * * *
k44 * * * *
k45 * * * *
k46 * * * *;

’lead time 4 customer zones in AS’

table LTMPAS(TM4,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

k41 * * * * * * *
k42 * * * * * * *
k43 * * * * * * *
k44 * * * * * * *
k45 * * * * * * *
k46 * * * * * * *;

*—————————————————————————-
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*COST FOR ALL SUB-OPTIONS IN OPTION 1

’cost 1 customer zones in CN’

table CMPRCN(TM1,RDP,CN)
CN1 CN2

k11.R1 * *
k12.R1 * *
k13.R1 * *
k14.R1 * *
k15.R1 * *
k16.R1 * *
k17.R1 * *
k18.R1 * *
k19.R1 * *
k110.R1 * *
k111.R1 * *
k112.R1 * *
k11.R2 - -
k12.R2 - -
k13.R2 - -
k14.R2 - -
k15.R2 - -
k16.R2 - -
k17.R2 - -
k18.R2 - -
k19.R2 - -
k110.R2 - -
k111.R2 - -
k112.R2 - -
k11.R3 - -
k12.R3 - -
k13.R3 - -
k14.R3 - -
k15.R3 - -
k16.R3 - -
k17.R3 - -
k18.R3 - -
k19.R3 - -
k110.R3 - -
k111.R3 - -
k112.R3 - -;

’cost 1 customer zones in JP’
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table CMPRJP(TM1,RDP,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

k11.R1 - - - -
k12.R1 - - - -
k13.R1 - - - -
k14.R1 - - - -
k15.R1 - - - -
k16.R1 - - - -
k17.R1 - - - -
k18.R1 - - - -
k19.R1 - - - -
k110.R1 - - - -
k111.R1 - - - -
k112.R1 - - - -
k11.R2 * * * *
k12.R2 * * * *
k13.R2 * * * *
k14.R2 * * * *
k15.R2 * * * *
k16.R2 * * * *
k17.R2 * * * *
k18.R2 * * * *
k19.R2 * * * *
k110.R2 * * * *
k111.R2 * * * *
k112.R2 * * * *
k11.R3 - - - -
k12.R3 - - - -
k13.R3 - - - -
k14.R3 - - - -
k15.R3 - - - -
k16.R3 - - - -
k17.R3 - - - -
k18.R3 - - - -
k19.R3 - - - -
k110.R3 - - - -
k111.R3 - - - -
k112.R3 - - - -;

’cost 1 customer zones in AS’
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table CMPRAS(TM1,RDP,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

k11.R1 - - - - - - -
k12.R1 - - - - - - -
k13.R1 - - - - - - -
k14.R1 - - - - - - -
k15.R1 - - - - - - -
k16.R1 - - - - - - -
k17.R1 - - - - - - -
k18.R1 - - - - - - -
k19.R1 - - - - - - -
k110.R1 - - - - - - -
k111.R1 - - - - - - -
k112.R1 - - - - - - -
k11.R2 - - - - - - -
k12.R2 - - - - - - -
k13.R2 - - - - - - -
k14.R2 - - - - - - -
k15.R2 - - - - - - -
k16.R2 - - - - - - -
k17.R2 - - - - - - -
k18.R2 - - - - - - -
k19.R2 - - - - - - -
k110.R2 - - - - - - -
k111.R2 - - - - - - -
k112.R2 - - - - - - -
k11.R3 * * * * * * *
k12.R3 * * * * * * *
k13.R3 * * * * * * *
k14.R3 * * * * * * *
k15.R3 * * * * * * *
k16.R3 * * * * * * *
k17.R3 * * * * * * *
k18.R3 * * * * * * *
k19.R3 * * * * * * *
k110.R3 * * * * * * *
k111.R3 * * * * * * *
k112.R3 * * * * * * *;

*COST FOR ALL SUB-OPTIONS IN OPTION 2

’cost 2 customer zones in CN’

table CMCN(TM2,CN)
CN1 CN2

k21 * *
k22 * * ;

’cost 2 customer zones in JP’
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table CMJP(TM2,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

k21 * * * *
k22 * * * *;

’cost 2 customer zones in AS’

table CMAS(TM2,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

k21 * * * * * * *
k22 * * * * * * *;

*COST FOR ALL SUB-OPTIONS IN OPTION 3

’cost 3 customer zones in CN’

table CMRCN(TM3,RDP,CN)
CN1 CN2

k31.R1 * *
k32.R1 * *
k33.R1 * *
k34.R1 * *
k31.R2 - -
k32.R2 - -
k33.R2 - -
k34.R2 - -
k31.R3 - -
k32.R3 - -
k33.R3 - -
k34.R3 - -;

’cost 3 customer zones in JP’

table CMRJP(TM3,RDP,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

k31.R1 - - - -
k32.R1 - - - -
k33.R1 - - - -
k34.R1 - - - -
k31.R2 * * * *
k32.R2 * * * *
k33.R2 * * * *
k34.R2 * * * *
k31.R3 - - - -
k32.R3 - - - -
k33.R3 - - - -
k34.R3 - - - -;

’cost 3 customer zones in AS’
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table CMRAS(TM3,RDP,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

k31.R1 - - - - - - -
k32.R1 - - - - - - -
k33.R1 - - - - - - -
k34.R1 - - - - - - -
k31.R2 - - - - - - -
k32.R2 - - - - - - -
k33.R2 - - - - - - -
k34.R2 - - - - - - -
k31.R3 * * * * * * *
k32.R3 * * * * * * *
k33.R3 * * * * * * *
k34.R3 * * * * * * *;

*COST FOR ALL SUB-OPTIONS IN OPTION 4

’cost 4 customer zones in CN’

table CMPCN(TM4,CN)
CN1 CN2

k41 * *
k42 * *
k43 * *
k44 * *
k45 * *
k46 * *;

’cost 4 customer zones in JP’

table CMPJP(TM4,JP)
JP1 JP2 JP3 JP4

k41 * * * *
k42 * * * *
k43 * * * *
k44 * * * *
k45 * * * *
k46 * * * *;

’cost 4 customer zones in AS’

table CMPAS(TM4,AS)
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

k41 * * * * * * *
k42 * * * * * * *
k43 * * * * * * *
k44 * * * * * * *
k45 * * * * * * *
k46 * * * * * * *;

*—————————————————————————-
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Scalars
V ’very large nubmer’ /*/
MD ’minimum demand customer’ /*/
MDRDP ’minimum demand RDP’ /*/
HC ’3PL cost’ /*/;

*—————————————————————————-

variables
xCHINA(T,TM1,RDP,CN) ’option1 CHINA’
xJAPAN(T,TM1,RDP,JP) ’option1 JAPAN’
xASIA(T,TM1,RDP,AS) ’option1 ASIA’
yCHINA(T,TM2,CN) ’option2 CHINA’
yJAPAN(T,TM2,JP) ’option2 JAPAN’
yASIA(T,TM2,AS) ’option2 ASIA’
zCHINA(T,TM3,RDP,CN) ’option3 CHINA’
zJAPAN(T,TM3,RDP,JP) ’option3 JAPAN’
zASIA(T,TM3,RDP,AS) ’option3 ASIA’
mCHINA(T,TM4,CN) ’option4 CHINA’
mJAPAN(T,TM4,JP) ’option4 JAPAN’
mASIA(T,TM4,AS) ’option4 ASIA’
lambdaCHINA(T,CN) ’CHINA from mfg or PDP’
lambdaJAPAN(T,JP) ’JAPAN from mfg or PDP’
lambdaASIA(T,AS) ’ASIA from mfg or PDP’
alpha(T,RDP) ’RDP supplied from mfg’
gammaCHINA(T,RDP,CN) ’RDP supply CHINA’
gammaJAPAN(T,RDP,JP) ’RDP supply JAPAN’
gammaASIA(T,RDP,AS) ’RDP supply ASIA’
total3PLCHINA ’total 3PL cost R1’
total3PLJAPAN ’total 3PL cost R2’
total3PLASIA ’total 3PL cost R3’
total3PLPDP ’total 3PL cost PDP’
total3PLtotal ’total 3PL cost’
totalcostCHINA ’total transportation cost CHINA’
totalcostJAPAN ’total transportation cost JAPAN’
totalcostASIA ’total transportation cost ASIA’
totalcosttotal ’total distribution cost’
totalleadtimeCHINA(T,CN) ’total lead time CHINA customer’
totalleadtimeJAPAN(T,JP) ’total lead time JAPAN customer’
totalleadtimeASIA(T,AS) ’total lead time ASIA customer’
f ;

binary variables
xCHINA, xJAPAN, xASIA,
yCHINA, yJAPAN, yASIA,
zCHINA, zJAPAN, zASIA,
mCHINA, mJAPAN, mASIA,
lambdaCHINA, lambdaJAPAN, lambdaASIA,
alpha,
gammaCHINA, gammaJAPAN, gammaASIA;
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*—————————————————————————-

*—————————————————————————-

*—————————————————————————-

equations
cost ’define objective function’
c3 ’one option CHINA’
c4 ’one option JAPAN’
c5 ’one option ASIA’
c6 ’CHINA supply RDP’
c7 ’CHINA supply Mfg PDP’
c8 ’JAPAN supply RDP’
c9 ’JAPAN supply Mfg PDP’
c10 ’ASIA supply RDP’
c11 ’ASIA supply Mfg PDP’
c12 ’R1 supplied from PDP’
c13 ’R1 supplied from mfg’
c14 ’R2 supplied from PDP’
c15 ’R2 supplied from mfg’
c16 ’R3 supplied from PDP’
c17 ’R3 supplied from mfg’
c18 ’R1 to cust CHINA’
c19 ’R2 to cust JAPAN’
c20 ’R3 to cust ASIA’
c21 ’demand CHINA greter MD’
c22 ’demand JAPAN greter MD’
c23 ’demand ASIA greter MD’
c24 ’demand R1 greter MDRDP’
c25 ’demand R2 greter MDRDP’
c26 ’demand R3 greter MDRDP’
c27 ’total transportation cost CN’
c28 ’total transportation cost JP’
c29 ’total transportation cost AS’
c30 ’total transportation cost’
pl1 ’total 3PL cost R1’
pl2 ’total 3PL cost R2’
pl3 ’total 3PL cost R3’
pl4 ’total 3PL cost’
c31 ’lead time to customer zones in CN’
c32 ’lead time to customer zones in JP’
c33 ’lead time to customer zones in AS’;

cost .. f =E= sum((T,TM1,CN), xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN)*(CMPRCN(TM1,’R1’,CN)*dCHINA(T,CN)

+OLCHINA(T,CN)*HC*2+WEREG(T,’R1’)+WEPDP(T)))

+sum((T,TM1,JP),xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP)*(CMPRJP(TM1,’R2’,JP)*dJAPAN(T,JP)
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+OLJAPAN(T,JP)*HC*2+WEREG(T,’R2’)+WEPDP(T)))

+sum((T,TM1,AS),xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS)*(CMPRAS(TM1,’R3’,AS)*dASIA(T,AS)

+OLASIA(T,AS)*HC*2+WEREG(T,’R3’)+WEPDP(T)))

+sum((T,TM2,CN),yCHINA(T,TM2,CN)*CMCN(TM2,CN)*dCHINA(T,CN))

+sum((T,TM2,JP),yJAPAN(T,TM2,JP)*CMJP(TM2,JP)*dJAPAN(T,JP))

+sum((T,TM2,AS),yASIA(T,TM2,AS)*CMAS(TM2,AS)*dASIA(T,AS))

+sum((T,TM3,CN),zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN)*(CMRCN(TM3,’R1’,CN)*dCHINA(T,CN)

+OLCHINA(T,CN)*HC+WEREG(T,’R1’)))

+sum((T,TM3,JP),zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP)*(CMRJP(TM3,’R2’,JP)*dJAPAN(T,JP)

+OLJAPAN(T,JP)*HC+WEREG(T,’R2’)))

+sum((T,TM3,AS),zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS)*(CMRAS(TM3,’R3’,AS)*dASIA(T,AS)

+OLASIA(T,AS)*HC+WEREG(T,’R3’)))

+sum((T,TM4,CN),mCHINA(T,TM4,CN)*(CMPCN(TM4,CN)*dCHINA(T,CN)

+OLCHINA(T,CN)*HC+WEPDP(T)))

+sum((T,TM4,JP),mJAPAN(T,TM4,JP)*(CMPJP(TM4,JP)*dJAPAN(T,JP)

+OLJAPAN(T,JP)*HC+WEPDP(T)))

+sum((T,TM4,AS),mASIA(T,TM4,AS)*(CMPAS(TM4,AS)*dASIA(T,AS)

+OLASIA(T,AS)*HC+WEPDP(T)))

+sum((T,TM1,CN),xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN)*LTMPRCN(TM1,’R1’,CN))

+sum((T,TM1,JP),xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP)*LTMPRJP(TM1,’R2’,JP))

+sum((T,TM1,AS),xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS)*LTMPRAS(TM1,’R3’,AS))

+sum((T,TM2,CN),yCHINA(T,TM2,CN)*LTMCN(TM2,CN))

+sum((T,TM2,JP),yJAPAN(T,TM2,JP)*LTMJP(TM2,JP))

+sum((T,TM2,AS),yASIA(T,TM2,AS)*LTMAS(TM2,AS))

+sum((T,TM3,CN),zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN)*LTMRCN(TM3,’R1’,CN))
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+sum((T,TM3,JP),zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP)*LTMRJP(TM3,’R2’,JP))

+sum((T,TM3,AS),zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS)*LTMRAS(TM3,’R3’,AS))

+sum((T,TM4,CN),mCHINA(T,TM4,CN)*LTMPCN(TM4,CN))

+sum((T,TM4,JP),mJAPAN(T,TM4,JP)*LTMPJP(TM4,JP))

+sum((T,TM4,AS),mASIA(T,TM4,AS)*LTMPAS(TM4,AS));

*only one option

c3(T,CN) .. sum(TM1,xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN))+sum(TM2,yCHINA(T,TM2,CN))

+sum(TM3,zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN))+sum(TM4,mCHINA(T,TM4,CN)) =E= 1 ;

c4(T,JP) .. sum(TM1,xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP))+sum(TM2,yJAPAN(T,TM2,JP))

+sum(TM3,zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP))+sum(TM4,mJAPAN(T,TM4,JP))=E= 1 ;

c5(T,AS) .. sum(TM1,xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS))+sum(TM2,yASIA(T,TM2,AS))

+sum(TM3,zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS))+sum(TM4,mASIA(T,TM4,AS)) =E= 1 ;

*customer supplies from only mfg and/or PDP, or RDP

c6(T,CN) .. sum(TM1,xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN))+sum(TM3, zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN))

=L= V*(1-lambdaCHINA(T,CN));

c7(T,CN) .. sum(TM2, yCHINA(T,TM2,CN)) + sum(TM4, mCHINA(T,TM4,CN))

=L= V*lambdaCHINA(T,CN);

c8(T,JP) .. sum(TM1, xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP))+sum(TM3, zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP))

=L= V*(1-lambdaJAPAN(T,JP));

c9(T,JP) .. sum(TM2, yJAPAN(T,TM2,JP)) + sum(TM4, mJAPAN(T,TM4,JP))

=L= V*lambdaJAPAN(T,JP);

c10(T,AS) .. sum(TM1, xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS))+sum(TM3, zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS))

=L= V*(1-lambdaASIA(T,AS));

c11(T,AS) .. sum(TM2, yASIA(T,TM2,AS)) + sum(TM4, mASIA(T,TM4,AS))

=L= V*lambdaASIA(T,AS);
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*RDP may be supplies either from mfg or PDP

c12(T,CN) .. sum(TM1, xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN)) =L= V*(1-alpha(T,’R1’));

c13(T,CN) .. sum(TM3, zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN)) =L= V*alpha(T,’R1’) ;

c14(T,JP) .. sum(TM1, xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP)) =L= V*(1-alpha(T,’R2’));

c15(T,JP) .. sum(TM3, zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP)) =L= V*alpha(T,’R2’) ;

c16(T,AS) .. sum(TM1, xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS)) =L= V*(1-alpha(T,’R3’));

c17(T,AS) .. sum(TM3, zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS)) =L= V*alpha(T,’R3’) ;

*only one RDP may be selected

c18(T,RDP,CN) .. Sum(TM1,xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN))+sum(TM3,zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN))=L=
V*gammaCHINA(T,’R1’,CN) ;

c19(T,RDP,JP) .. sum(TM1,xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP))+sum(TM3,zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP))=L=
V*gammaJAPAN(T,’R2’,JP) ;

c20(T,RDP,AS) .. sum(TM1,xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS))+sum(TM3,zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS))=L=
V*gammaASIA(T,’R3’,AS) ;

* demand requirement for direct shipment

c21(T,TM2,CN) .. dCHINA(T,CN) =G= MD*yCHINA(T,TM2,CN) ;

c22(T,TM2,JP) .. dJAPAN(T,JP) =G= MD*yJAPAN(T,TM2,JP) ;

c23(T,TM2,AS) .. dASIA(T,AS) =G= MD*yASIA(T,TM2,AS) ;

* demand requirement from Mfg to RDP

c24(T,TM3) .. dREG(T,’R1’)+sum(CN, dCHINA(T,CN)*zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN))

=G= MDRDP*alpha(T,’R1’);

c25(T,TM3) .. dREG(T,’R2’)+sum(JP, dJAPAN(T,JP)*zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP))

=G= MDRDP*alpha(T,’R2’);

c26(T,TM3) .. dREG(T,’R3’)+sum(AS, dASIA(T,AS)*zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS))

=G= MDRDP*alpha(T,’R3’);

* total transportation cost

c27 .. sum((T,TM1,CN),xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN)*CMPRCN(TM1,’R1’,CN)*dCHINA(T,CN))
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+sum((T,TM2,CN),yCHINA(T,TM2,CN)*CMCN(TM2,CN)*dCHINA(T,CN))

+sum((T,TM3,CN),zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN)*(CMRCN(TM3,’R1’,CN)*dCHINA(T,CN)))

+sum((T,TM4,CN),mCHINA(T,TM4,CN)*CMPCN(TM4,CN)*dCHINA(T,CN))=E= totalcostCHINA;

c28 .. sum((T,TM1,JP),xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP)*CMPRJP(TM1,’R2’,JP)*dJAPAN(T,JP))

+sum((T,TM2,JP),yJAPAN(T,TM2,JP)*CMJP(TM2,JP)*dJAPAN(T,JP))

+sum((T,TM3,JP),zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP)*(CMRJP(TM3,’R2’,JP)*dJAPAN(T,JP)))

+sum((T,TM4,JP),mJAPAN(T,TM4,JP)*CMPJP(TM4,JP)*dJAPAN(T,JP))=E= totalcostJAPAN;

c29 .. sum((T,TM1,AS),xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS)*CMPRAS(TM1,’R3’,AS)*dASIA(T,AS))

+sum((T,TM2,AS),yASIA(T,TM2,AS)*CMAS(TM2,AS)*dASIA(T,AS))

+sum((T,TM3,AS),zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS)*(CMRAS(TM3,’R3’,AS)*dASIA(T,AS)))

+sum((T,TM4,AS),mASIA(T,TM4,AS)*CMPAS(TM4,AS)*dASIA(T,AS)) =E= totalcostASIA;

c30 .. totalcostCHINA + totalcostJAPAN + totalcostASIA =E= totalcosttotal;

* total 3PL cost

pl1 .. sum((T,TM1,CN), xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN)*(OLCHINA(T,CN)*HC))

+sum((T,TM3,CN),zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN)*(OLCHINA(T,CN)*HC))=E= total3PLCHINA;

pl2 .. sum((T,TM1,JP),xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP)*(OLJAPAN(T,JP)*HC))

+sum((T,TM3,JP),zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP)*(OLJAPAN(T,JP)*HC))=E= total3PLJAPAN;

pl3 .. sum((T,TM1,AS),xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS)*(OLASIA(T,AS)*HC))

+sum((T,TM3,AS),zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS)*(OLASIA(T,AS)*HC)) =E= total3PLASIA;

pl4 .. sum((T,TM1,CN), xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN)*OLCHINA(T,CN)*HC)

+sum((T,TM1,JP),xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP)*OLJAPAN(T,JP)*HC)

+sum((T,TM1,AS),xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS)*OLASIA(T,AS)*HC)

+sum((T,TM4,CN),mCHINA(T,TM4,CN)*(OLCHINA(T,CN)*HC))

+sum((T,TM4,JP),mJAPAN(T,TM4,JP)*(OLJAPAN(T,JP)*HC))

+sum((T,TM4,AS),mASIA(T,TM4,AS)*(OLASIA(T,AS)*HC))=E= total3PLPDP;
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p15 .. total3PLCHINA + total3PLJAPAN + total3PLASIA =E= total3PLtotal;

*lead time per customer

c31(T,CN) .. sum(TM1,xCHINA(T,TM1,’R1’,CN)*LTMPRCN(TM1,’R1’,CN))

+sum(TM2,yCHINA(T,TM2,CN)*LTMCN(TM2,CN))

+sum(TM3,zCHINA(T,TM3,’R1’,CN)*LTMRCN(TM3,’R1’,CN))

+sum(TM4,mCHINA(T,TM4,CN)*LTMPCN(TM4,CN))=E=totalleadtimeCHINA(T,CN);

c32(T,JP) .. sum(TM1,xJAPAN(T,TM1,’R2’,JP)*LTMPRJP(TM1,’R2’,JP))

+sum(TM2,yJAPAN(T,TM2,JP)*LTMJP(TM2,JP))

+sum(TM3,zJAPAN(T,TM3,’R2’,JP)*LTMRJP(TM3,’R2’,JP))

+sum(TM4,mJAPAN(T,TM4,JP)*LTMPJP(TM4,JP))=E=totalleadtimeJAPAN(T,JP);

c33(T,AS) .. sum(TM1,xASIA(T,TM1,’R3’,AS)*LTMPRAS(TM1,’R3’,AS))

+sum(TM2,yASIA(T,TM2,AS)*LTMAS(TM2,AS))

+sum(TM3,zASIA(T,TM3,’R3’,AS)*LTMRAS(TM3,’R3’,AS))

+sum(TM4,mASIA(T,TM4,AS)*LTMPAS(TM4,AS))=E=totalleadtimeASIA(T,AS);

*——————————————————————————-

*——————————————————————————-

*——————————————————————————-

model MY /ALL/ ;

solve MY using MIP minimizing f;

display f.l,

xCHINA.l,xJAPAN.l,xASIA.l,

yCHINA.l,yJAPAN.l,yASIA.l,

zCHINA.l,zJAPAN.l,zASIA.l,

mCHINA.l,mJAPAN.l,mASIA.l;

totalcostCHINA.l,totalcostJAPAN.l,totalcostASIA.l,totalcosttotal.l;
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total3PLCHINA.l,total3PLJAPAN.l,total3PLASIA.l,total3PLPDP.l,total3PLtotal.l;

totalleadtimeCHINA.l,totalleadtimeJAPAN.l,totalleadtimeASIA.l;
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